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Early memories are especially robust and enduring, among which the most evocative
example is imprinting. Imprinting was first described in newly hatched geese that form a
lasting attachment to the first moving object they see. As observed in many animal
species, imprinting is a process in which a sensory cue presented early in animal’s life – a
critical period – subsequently gains unique access to ecologically relevant behaviors.
Little is known about the molecular and neural underpinnings of imprinting. I have used
C. elegans as a model organism to study imprinting because of its compact and wellcharacterized nervous system, an armory of available genetic tools, and a versatile
behavioral repertoire. Using a ethologically relevant training regime, I found that
exposing newly hatched larvae C. elegans to pathogenic bacteria can generate an aversive
memory of bacterial odors that is sustained into adulthood (4 days), in contrast to training
of adults that results in a medium-term memory that lasts for less than a day. This longlasting aversive memory is specific to the experienced pathogen and has a critical period
in the first larval stage (L1), and is defined as a form of aversive imprinting. Through
chemical-genetic silencing of candidate neurons, I identified neurons essential for
memory formation but not for memory retrieval (interneurons AIB and RIM), and
complementary neurons essential for memory retrieval but not for memory formation
(interneurons AIY and RIA) (Chapter 2). The RIM memory formation neurons synthesize

the neuromodulator tyramine, which is required in the L1 stage for learning. This
learning signal is transmitted to the AIY memory retrieval neurons by the tyramine
receptor SER-2, which is required for imprinted aversion but not for adult learned
aversion (Chapter 3). Tyramine modulation bridges the two subcircuits by linking
tyramine production during learning with memory retrieval days later. Functional
calcium imaging indicates that early imprinting experience modifies neuronal activity and
output of the memory circuit. Among several neurons examined, changes in RIA best
express the context and specificity of the imprinted memory (Chapter 4). Combining
classical neuroethology, molecular genetics, and functional imaging, I have mapped
distinct groups of neurons required for the formation and retrieval of an imprinted
memory, defined neuromodulation that enables this critical period learning (tyramine and
SER-2), and identified neuronal activity changes associated with memory. These findings
provide insight into neuronal substrates of different forms of learning and memory, and
lay a foundation for further understanding of early plasticity.
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CHAPTER 1:
Introduction
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Learning, a general feature of the nervous system, allows animals to incorporate
environmental information into behavioral strategies for optimal fitness. Although
learning can occur at any stage of life, early memories are often the most influential and
long lasting. One of the most evocative examples of early learning is imprinting, which
causes a profound if not permanent modification of animal behavior resulting from a
brief sensory experience at a specific time (Scott, 1962). Imprinting was first described in
newly hatched birds such as chicks or geese, which form a life-long attachment to the
first moving object they see (Lorenz, 1935). Following these classical neuroethological
studies, imprinting has been reported in a variety of animals, and particularly in olfactory
and gustatory behaviors (Hudson, 1993).
In the early stages of life, the nervous system goes through tremendous expansion
and cellular growth, as well as cell death and axonal pruning (Lichtman and BaliceGordon, 1990; Lichtman and Colman, 2000; Sanes and Lichtman, 1999). One hypothesis
is that, imprinting in the critical period might modulate neural wiring or synaptic strength
using these developmental processes (Hensch, 2005). However, little is known about the
neural basis of imprinting, and the following questions still remain: what are the sites of
formation and retrieval of an imprinted memory? What are the similarities and
differences between imprinted memory and memories that are formed later in life? What
is changed in neural circuits in early learning? How similar is such learning in different
species?
In this chapter, I will discuss classical neuroethological studies showing how early
experience has a long-term impact on animal behaviors; and describe examples of
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associative learning behavior in animals, with a particular focus on the nematode C.
elegans.

Konrad Lorenz: father of ethology and “mother of foster birds”
Imprinting was first described by the Austrian biologist Konrad Lorenz in the
1960s. By studying the instinctive behaviors of greylag geese, Lorenz made the insight
that geese form strong bonds with the first moving object they see after hatching, without
any reward or punishment association (Lorenz, 1979). This object is usually the mother
goose, but she could be replaced by a toy, another animal, or Lorenz himself. Strikingly,
geese that imprinted on Lorenz not only followed him everywhere, but also formed a
long-term emotional attachment to him or other humans, and had no interest in
socializing or copulating with other geese (Lorenz, 1935).
What is the neural substrate allowing such a strong memory? Visual imprinting of
chicks has been studied in the laboratory using functional neuronal imaging. Presenting
an image of a blue dot to a newly hatched chick is sufficient to drive approach behavior
to this trained image, the memory of which lasts until adulthood (Nakamori et al., 2013).
fMRI recordings show that activity in several parts of the chicks’ brain associated with
the establishment of this image imprinting, including the visual wulst (analogous to the
visual cortex in mammals) and intermediate medial mesopallium (analogous to
mammalian association cortex). After the attachment is formed, the imprinted object can
elicit strong responses in brain areas including the hypopallium densocellulare and
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intermediate medial mesopallium, a process dependent on the neurotransmitter glutamate
(Nakamori et al., 2013). The detailed mechanisms of this phenomenon remain unknown.

Imprinting behaviors in other animals
Emotional bonding of geese is not the only example of imprinting. Attachment
learning is present in many species, from rodents to non-human primates. In rats, infant
attachment is mainly achieved through recognition of maternal odors (Leon, 1992). This
early odor imprinting is enabled by the release of the neurotransmitter norepinephrine
from a brain region called the locus coeruleus (LC), which modulates neural activity in
the olfactory bulb and piriform cortex (Landers and Sullivan, 2012).
Similarly, in juvenile zebrafish, olfactory imprinting occurring during a 24-hour
time window on post-fertilization day 6 profoundly affects kinship recognition. Larvae
that were exposed to odors of their kin either before or after this critical time window fail
to recognize the kin (Gerlach et al., 2008). However, exposure to non-kin odors during
the critical period is not sufficient to produce kin-like recognition behavior; this
represents a limitation of learning flexibility, suggesting that imprinted kin recognition
may require extra matchings. One possible reason for such a limitation is that imprinting
could require a hardwired ligand-receptor matching that is only present in kins, such that
exposure to non-kin odor ligands would not match the receptor, hence the failure to
induce imprinting.
Early experiences of smell or taste can lead to long-term and sometimes
irreversible changes in animals’ behavioral preferences. Young Pacific salmon are known
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for their seasonal homing to natal stream for reproduction, a process that relies primarily
on olfactory memories (Nevitt et al., 1994; Semke et al., 1995). Juvenile coho salmon
that were exposed to the chemical morpholine, and then released into Lake Michigan,
migrate to a stream supplemented with morpholine, but not to streams with other
chemicals, suggesting homing to olfactory cues (Hasler and Cooper, 1976; Scholz et al.,
1976). Electrophysiological studies show that the formation of imprinted memory in
salmon correlates with a change in responses of olfactory receptor neurons (ORN) to the
imprinted chemical, and therefore that the memory could reside in the sensory cilia
(Nevitt et al., 1994). Odor receptor activation in fish can lead to intracellular cAMP and
cGMP signaling (Breer et al., 1990; Nakamura and Gold, 1987); compared to naïve
adults, imprinted salmon have increased cilia guanylyl cyclase activity to the chemical
that they experienced as juveniles, suggesting cGMP modulates ORN sensitivity in
olfactory imprinting (Dittman et al., 1997).
Another aspect of imprinting is that early experience can profoundly alter animals’
choice of food. Juvenile Sepia cuttlefish prefer prey that they have seen early in life, and
this visual experience has a profound effect on subsequent prey choice, even without
ingestion and nutritional reward (Darmaillacq et al., 2006). Thus imprinting of food
choices may have specialized properties that go beyond classical reward-association
paradigm, and may or may not involve different neural circuits.
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Nature or nurture? A molecular development example
Imprinting was first introduced by Lorenz as an instinctive behavior, i.e. a
complex behavioral sequence that is innately wired, not subjected to environmental
influence, and can be elicited “without a learning experience” (Vicedo, 2009). However,
during the course of development, animals are never fully deprived of environmental
input, and certain “innate traits” may actually be the consequence of environmental
influence (Lehrman, 1970). Essentially, the capacity of geese to imprint on humans hints
that their critical period offers a unique chance to shape the animals’ behavior, to form
attachments, and even to override the seemingly “innate” sequences of behavior, such as
the formation of attachment with other geese.
The neurodevelopment of vision serves as an example of how the interplay of
external environment and innate programs shape neural system function. In the visual
system, different types of neurons form connections with one another in a highly
specialized manner, following innate mechanisms of neurodevelopment. For example,
kitten retinal ganglion cells relay information to the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN),
which projects to visual cortex. During the first months after birth, while these
connections are weak and susceptible to external input, visual deprivation through the
closure of one eye can lead to irreversible weakening of this eye’s input representation in
the brain, reflecting a decreased number of visual cortical cells that can be activated by
stimuli from the previously deprived eye (Hubel and Wiesel, 1970; Wiesel and Hubel,
1963). In addition, LGN cell death is increased in layers that receive input from the
deprived eye. Monocular tetrodotoxin injection creates imbalanced activities of the two
eyes, in the absence of vision, and is sufficient to shift ocular dominance in visual cortex
6

(Chapman et al., 1986). Collectively, these physiological results elucidate a restricted
period of active competition between eyes to establish cortical connection for long-term
function, the process of which is subject to early activity and environmental modulation.
Activity-dependent developmental refinement is a feature of many circuits in the
central nervous system (Kaas et al., 1983; Lichtman and Colman, 2000). In less extreme
and non-pathological cases, different environmental inputs during the postnatal critical
period can help shape brain structure and define the innate representation of the external
world. Freudian theory argues for the existence of a superego, which dictates our social
manners and identities within relationships; crucially, it is established during early
childhood. This concept obviously fails to identify the physical brain correlates of the
superego and how the superego operates to modify human behaviors. But to what extent
might Freud be correct? How small a nervous system can incorporate empirical
experience gained during early development into long-term behavioral memories?
How long can such memories last? In my thesis, I will discuss the molecular
mechanisms and neural circuits for early plasticity in the compact nervous system of the
nematode Caenorhabditis elegans.

C. elegans as a model organism for the study of behavior
Learning is a universal property of the nervous system. Even the nematode worm
C. elegans, whose nervous system consists of 302 neurons (White et al., 1986), shows
modification of its preferences for sensory cues such as temperature, touch, taste, and
odor based on experience (Ardiel and Rankin, 2010; Colbert and Bargmann, 1995;
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Kimata et al., 2012; Mori and Ohshima, 1995). Living in a complex microbial
environment, C. elegans is capable of quickly detecting environmental cues and altering
its behavioral strategies. In particular, with its chemosensory system composed of more
than 30 ciliated neurons, an animal can directly or indirectly detect olfactory and
gustatory stimuli from the environment and modify its response accordingly. The
simplicity of the C. elegans nervous system and the complexity of its behavioral
repertoire allow us to examine how a behavior is initiated and modified by the external
world.

Experience-dependent plasticity in C. elegans
The most extensively characterized form of C. elegans plasticity is habituation of
the tap-withdrawal response (Rankin et al., 1990). Animals respond to a mechanical
tapping by a reversal to move backward. Repetitive tapping leads to decreases in both the
reversal amplitude and frequency, hence tap-withdrawal habituation. Similar to the
spaced odor conditioning that persists long-term odor memory, animals that receive
blocks of tapping spaced by 1-min intervals can maintain the habituation memory for 24
hours (Beck and Rankin, 1995; Rose et al., 2002). Glutamatergic signaling and the
vesicular glutamate transporter EAT-4 are required for both short- and long-term
habituation (Rankin and Wicks, 2000; Rose et al., 2003), and the expression of a
AMPAR glutamate receptor GLR-1 is regulated by and required for only the long-term
habituation (Rose et al., 2003; Rose and Rankin, 2006).
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C. elegans also shows plasticity in its olfactory behavior. As in other animals,
learning and memory in C. elegans depend on the training regimen. For example, pairing
an odor with bacterial food in a single training session results in a short-term increase in
preference for that odor, an effect called odor enhancement (Torayama et al., 2007). A
single massed training gives rise to a memory that lasts a few hours, while repeated
training with spaced odor-food parings can induce an enduring memory that lasts for 24
hours (Kauffman et al., 2010). Pairing starvation with the same odor can lead to
decreased odor preference, known as odor adaptation, suggesting bidirectional
modulation of chemotaxis by pairing with either the presence or absence of food (Colbert
and Bargmann, 1995). Many different odors have been shown to induce either
enhancement, adaptation, or both, including butanone (detected by a sensory neuron
AWCon), 2-nonanone (detected by AWB), and diacetyl (detected by AWA), reflecting
the flexibility to modify chemotaxis using various stimuli and sensory neurons (Kimura
et al., 2010; Morrison and van der Kooy, 2001; Stetak et al., 2009).
Although sensory neurons are crucial for experience-dependent changes in
chemotaxis, the phenomenon engages more than just the sensory system. LET-60, a RAS
MAP kinase, is required for butanone adaptation through its functioning in first-layer
AIY interneurons (Hirotsu and Iino, 2005). AWC sensory neurons express the peptide
NLP-1, which signals to AIA interneurons through the peptide receptor NPR-11; AIA
interneurons can then send ascending modulation to AWC through another peptide, INS1 (Chalasani et al., 2010). This peptide-to-peptide neuromodulatory feedback engages
and alters calcium dynamics in both sensory neurons and interneurons.
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C. elegans adults show enhanced attraction to chemical odors experienced during
the first larval stage, a process defined as positive odor imprinting. Odor imprinting
requires the orphan G protein-coupled receptor SRA-11 in the AIY interneurons (Remy
and Hobert, 2005). The progeny of imprinted animals also show enhanced attraction to
the odor, but the molecular mechanisms underlying this effect are not known (Remy,
2010).

Experience-dependent plasticity of dietary choice in C. elegans
Animals’ survival and fitness depends on their ability to distinguish between
nutritious food sources and pathogenic ones that can infect and kill them (Meisel et al.,
2014). A substantial component of the pathogen defense in C. elegans is behavioral. It is
hypothesized that a surveillance system is deployed to detect infections in intestinal and
hypodermal tissues and relay the damage signal to the nervous system, which will in turn
induce an avoidance response. This does not require an actual pathogen, but only tissue
damage. For example, RNA interference (RNAi) knockdown of essential genes in nonneuronal tissues is sufficient to lead to animals’ avoidance of bacterial lawn, a process
that depends on serotonin signaling (Melo and Ruvkun, 2012).
As an immediate defense, animal can leave a pathogen lawn within hours after
infection, in part by modulation of sensory preference by the Toll signaling receptor
TOL-1 in BAG sensory neurons (Pujol et al., 2001; Brandt and Ringstad, 2015).
Pseudomonas aeruginosa virulence factors and the secondary metabolites (phenazine and
pyochelin) can be detected by ASJ sensory neurons, which rapidly activate the
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transcription of the TGFβ analog DAF-7 within 6 minutes of infection (Meisel et al.,
2014). Through the TGFβ receptor DAF-1, these chemicals modulate the RIM
interneurons, and subsequently regulate aerotaxis and lawn avoidance (Meisel et al.,
2014). The equivalent sequence of other pathogenic infections are mostly not known, but
avoidance of pathogen Serratia marcescens can be modulated through detection of the
bacterial metabolite serrawettin W2 by AWB sensory neurons (Pradel et al., 2007).
On a longer time scale, after six hours of exposure to a bacterial pathogen, C.
elegans learns to avoid that bacterial odor through associative learning to prevent future
encounters. Such behavior resembles conditioned taste aversion, a widespread form of
animal learning (Zhang et al., 2005). This associative aversive memory lasts between 12
and 24 hours. Neurons required for naïve bacterial preference as well as learned pathogen
aversion have been mapped by laser killing experiments (Ha et al., 2010). Molecules
required for adult pathogen aversive learning have been identified in genetic studies and
mapped back to the following circuit: first, the neurotransmitter serotonin must be made
by ADF sensory neurons; second, its receptor MOD-1 is required in either AIY or AIZ
interneurons (Zhang et al., 2005); third, the TGFβ homolog DBL-1, generated by the
command interneurons AVA, regulates learning (Zhang and Zhang, 2012); and fourth,
two antagonizing neuropeptide pathways – insulin peptide INS-6 from ASI sensory
neurons and INS-7 from URX sensory neurons – allow learning by modulating the RIA
interneurons through the insulin receptor DAF-2 (Chen et al., 2013). Response to
bacterial odors in AWB and AWC sensory neurons, which detect volatile odors, appear
to be unchanged by aversive learning (Ha et al., 2010). And the neural correlates of the
adult memory remain unknown. It is hypothesized that pathogen infection can modulate
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interneuron properties, such as RIA’s response to pathogen odors, which when paired
with serotonin release causes animals to avoid the experienced bacteria (Ha et al., 2010).
Animals also make food choice among non-pathogens depending on their
nutritional value. For example, they are more likely to remain (dwell) on areas with high
quality food (HB101), and are more likely to roam from and ultimately leave areas with
low quality food (OP50) (Shtonda and Avery, 2006). Interestingly, newly hatched larvae
that have experienced high quality food for the first 3 hours of life will establish a higher
tendency to leave a low quality lawn later, a memory sustained for ~24 hours. This
medium-term dietary choice is defined by past food experience, and the relatively longlasting change in preference may relate to the early formation of the memory during the
L1 developmental stage (Shtonda and Avery, 2006).
The first larval stage is critical to the life cycle of C. elegans. In an environment
with high population density and limited food, L1 animals can commit to an alternative
developmental state called “dauer” to survive stressful conditions (Cassada and Russell,
1975). The dauer is morphologically and behaviorally distinct from other larval stages,
with a significant amount of neuronal remodeling. For example, IL2 neurons undergo a
tremendous arborization in the dauer state (Schroeder et al., 2013). This cellular
remodeling is essential for the nictation behavior, through which dauers can lift up their
bodies and increase survival through dispersal (Lee et al., 2012).
The goal of my graduate thesis is to extend our understanding of early plasticity
using C. elegans as a model organism. I found that exposing newly-hatched larvae to the
pathogenic bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA14 can generate an aversive memory
of bacterial odors that is sustained into adulthood (4 days). This critical period dependent
12

associative learning behavior is defined as aversive olfactory imprinting. By contrast,
training of adults results in a medium-term memory that lasts for less than a day. Is this
learning specific to a particular pathogen, or can animals learn to avoid different kinds of
bacteria? Is there a sensitive period in which the animals can learn more efficiently than
in other developmental periods, like imprinting in other animal species? In the first half
of Chapter 2, I characterize aversive imprinting behavior in C. elegans and show that it is
a form of associative learning with a critical period in the first larval stage.
The nervous system of the C. elegans adult hermaphrodite is composed of 302
neurons, the synaptic connections of which have been fully mapped. In the second half of
Chapter 2, taking advantage of the connectome and other powerful genetic tools for C.
elegans, I examine the neuronal requirements of imprinting by genetic silencing of
individual candidate neurons. It is revealed that two distinct circuits are required for
memory formation and retrieval.
In Chapter 3, I identify molecules that enable learning and the bridging of
memory formation and retrieval circuits, and define molecular signaling mechanisms
between these neurons.
A basic but formidable question is how long-term memory is stored in the
nervous system, and how detailed information (such as sensory specificity) is encoded. In
Chapter 4, I use functional calcium imaging approach to examine the responses of
relevant neurons to bacterial stimuli, and ask 1) whether the imprinting-related
interneurons acquire any change of properties after learning; 2) how sensory neurons are
involved in bacterial recognition and in the learning process.
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Finally, in Chapter 5, I will conclude the thesis, present a few possible
experiments as future directions for further investigation, and propose conceptual
hypotheses that can be tested in the future.
Inspired by classical neuroethology and modern genetics, my work defines the
molecular and neural circuit requirements for the ancient behavior of imprinting through
a reductionistic approach. The logic and insights gained from these circuits may provide a
foundation for further understanding of early learning in other animals.
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CHAPTER 2:
Behavioral and circuit characterization of aversive olfactory imprinting
in C. elegans

15

INTRODUCTION
Aversive learning and fear conditioning are important behavioral strategies for
animals to avoid life-threatening environments. The classical learning paradigm used in
the fruit fly Drosophila is to pair an aversive unconditioned stimulus, e.g. electrical shock,
with a neutral conditioned stimulus, e.g. a chemical odorant that elicits a sensory
response without any value. If learning happens, animals change their preferences to
avoid the conditioned stimulus associated with the electrical shock. Similarly, mammals
can learn to associate an environmental context with an aversive cue such as foot shock
in fear conditioning, so that the context alone later can induce freezing or avoidance
behavior (Ehrlich et al., 2009). Depending on the training regimen, the memory can last
from hours to days.
The neural circuits for learning and memory are studied in many animals. C.
elegans provides opportunities for high-resolution answers because of its compact
nervous system. Is learning in larvae different from learning in adults? How many forms
of learning and memory can be encoded by 302 neurons? How do animals alter their
behavioral strategies to change odor preferences? With the known connectome as well as
powerful genetic tools to test each neuron’s contribution, can we dissect the circuit
mechanisms of learning and memory?
In this chapter, I describe how pathogen training during the first larval stage
results in a long-lasting aversive memory that is maintained into the adult stage. I use
genetic silencing of candidate neurons to ask which are required for imprinting. I then use
a reversible chemical genetic neuronal silencing tool to determine their timing of action,
and characterize two distinct groups of neurons required for the formation and retrieval of
16

this privileged aversive memory. I also show how these neurons contribute to behavioral
strategies that enable animals to avoid the imprinted pathogen in an olfactory chemotaxis
environment.

RESULTS
Early pathogen training of C. elegans induces long-term aversion
Learned pathogen aversion can be induced by exposing adult C. elegans to
pathogenic bacteria for 4-24 hours, or by cultivating animals with both pathogenic and
non-pathogenic bacteria (Chen et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2005). In either case, the
aversive memory lasts between 12 and 24 hours. I modified the learning assay by
hatching C. elegans eggs on a uniform lawn of the pathogenic bacterium Pseudomonas
aeruginosa PA14 (Figure 2.1A) and forcing exposure to the pathogen for 12 hours during
the first larval (L1) stage. This treatment establishes an intestinal infection but does not
kill the animals (Tan et al., 1999). Antibiotic washes were then performed to clear the
infection (Figure 2.1B), and animals were grown on non-pathogenic Escherichia coli
OP50 until adulthood.
When tested in an olfactory choice assay between PA14 and OP50, animals
trained as L1 larvae were significantly more likely to migrate away from PA14 than naïve
animals (Figure 2.1C). This shift in preference, measured days after training as a learning
index (naïve choice index – trained choice index), resembled the shift in preference of
adult animals immediately after training with PA14 (Figure 2.1C). No shift in preference
was observed in animals that had been exposed to non-pathogenic P. aeruginosa
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PA*50E12 (Rahme et al., 1997) or starved for 12 hours as L1 larvae, suggesting that
pathogenic infection is required for learning to occur (Figure 2.1D). The progeny of
trained animals returned to the naïve preference (Figure 2.1D).
To ask whether this long-lasting aversive memory occurs during a critical period,
I exposed animals to PA14 at different developmental stages and tested olfactory choice
in mature (second-day) adults. Only exposure in the L1 stage for the full 12 hours
resulted in stable learned aversion (Figure 2.2A); 6 hours of treatment either early or late
in L1 did not suffice. In agreement with previous work, animals trained with PA14 as
first-day adults did not show learned aversion 24 hours later, nor did animals trained as
L2, L3, or L4 larvae. This long-lasting behavioral response will be called “imprinted
aversion” to emphasize its early formation, long duration, and the existence of an
apparent critical period in the L1 stage.
The pathogenicity of PA14 is in part mediated by the toxic translational inhibitor
exotoxin A (ToxA) (McEwan et al., 2012; Melo and Ruvkun, 2012). Animals imprinted
on an E. coli strain expressing ToxA avoided the ToxA strain as adults in an olfactory
choice assay with OP50, showing that imprinted aversion can be induced by a second
strain with a distinct odor (Figure 2.2B). ToxA-imprinted animals did not avoid PA14,
and conversely, PA14-imprinted animals did not avoid ToxA (Figure 2.2B). Thus
animals selectively avoid the bacterial odors that they experienced during pathogenic
infection, a defining property of associative learning.
Imprinted adults appeared healthy as naïve adults, suggesting that the altered
behavior is not a consequence of sustained damage from the bacterial infection or early
starvation. Their growth, locomotion patterns, and abilities to perform behavioral tasks
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such as chemotaxis and local search were similar to those of naïve animals, although they
had subtle changes in quantitative behavioral assays. These included an overall reduction
in spontaneous pirouette rates off food, a reduced suppression of basal reorientations by
AIY during local search, and a reduced ability of AIB to increase pirouettes upon
optogenetic stimulation (Figure 2.3A-C). These results suggest that imprinting induces a
subtle but long-lasting reorganization of neural circuits.

Neural circuits: both sensory neurons and interneurons are required for imprinting
Olfactory chemotaxis in C. elegans is initiated by sensory neurons that converge
on common interneurons including AIB and AIY, which synapse with each other and
with downstream neurons including RIM and RIA (White et al., 1986) (Figure 2.4A).
Adult learned pathogen aversion requires either AIB or AIY, both RIA and RIM, and
several sensory neurons including AWB, AWC, and the serotoninergic neuron ADF (Ha
et al., 2010) (Figure 2.4A). To ask whether the same neurons participate in imprinted
aversion, I examined strains expressing the tetanus toxin light chain (TeTx), the gain-offunction potassium channel UNC-103(gf), or a cytotoxic mouse caspase from cell-type
selective promoters (Petersen et al., 2004; Yoshida et al., 2012) . These experiments
indicated that AIB, AIY, RIA and RIM were all required for imprinted aversion (Figure
2.4B). Since our behavioral choice assays were different from those in prior circuit work,
I confirmed that the AIB::TeTx strain was proficient in adult learning but impaired in
imprinted aversion in this assay, whereas RIM::TeTx was impaired in both forms of
learning (Figure 2.4B). Among sensory neurons, AWB and at least one of AWC and
ASEL were required both for imprinted aversion as for adult learned aversion (Ha et al.,
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2010) (Figure 2.4B). Thus imprinted aversion and adult learned aversion have similar but
not identical neuronal requirements.
It should be noted that these experiments have potential caveats. Cells were
subjected to different genetic ablation methods, which may lead to different degrees of
perturbation in behavioral assays. Transgenes often have leaky or transient expression in
other tissues during development, which may not be known. As a first pass, imprinting
seemingly involves many sensory neurons and interneurons, whose importance can be
confirmed with alternative reagents.

Distinct circuits for memory formation and retrieval
Neurons expressing toxic transgenes or subjected to laser ablations are inactive
throughout life. To distinguish the contributions of interneurons in formation and
retrieval of the imprinted memory, selected neurons were acutely silenced by expressing
the Drosophila histamine-gated chloride channel HisCl1 (Pokala et al., 2014) (Figure
2.5A-B). C. elegans does not use histamine as an endogenous transmitter, but absorbs
exogenous histamine to rapidly and reversibly silence neurons expressing a HisCl1
transgene. Silencing either AIB or RIM during the L1 learning period abolished
imprinted aversion in the adult, suggesting that AIB and RIM are required for formation
of the imprinted memory (Figure 2.5C). Silencing AIB or RIM neurons in adults during
the olfactory choice assay spared imprinted aversion, indicating that AIB and RIM are
dispensable for memory retrieval (Figure 2.5C). Conversely, imprinted aversion was
robust to silencing AIY or RIA neurons during the L1 learning period, but impaired by
silencing AIY or RIA neurons during the olfactory choice assay in adults (Figure 2.5D).
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These results identify distinct neurons required during learning and retrieval stages of
imprinted aversion.

Changes in locomotion and chemotaxis strategies after imprinting
The behavioral strategies that give rise to imprinted aversion were examined
through a quantitative analysis of chemotaxis parameters. C. elegans approaches
attractive chemicals using a biased random walk, in which the frequency of high-angle
turns (“pirouettes”) increases when an animal moves down the gradient and decreases
when it moves up the gradient (Figure 2.6A) (Pierce-Shimomura et al., 1999). The
turning bias is reversed in a gradient of repellent (Yamazoe-Umemoto et al., 2015). I
found that naïve animals turned less when approaching PA14 and turned more when
leaving PA14, as expected for biased random walk attraction, whereas PA14-trained
animals expressed a reversed pirouette bias appropriate to learned aversion (Figure 2.6B).
This effect depended on the learned association, as animals imprinted on PA14 did not
change their pirouette bias in response to the non-pathogenic bacteria OP50 (Figure 2.6B)
or the untrained toxic bacterium ToxA (Figure 2.6C).
Silencing the AIY memory retrieval neurons with HisCl1 during the olfactory
choice assay eliminated the PA14 pirouette bias in both naïve and imprinted animals
(Figure 2.6D). In addition, imprinting changed the contributions of AIY to basal pirouette
regulation, resulting in a stronger AIY effect in chemotaxis assays and a weaker AIY
effect during an undirected local search (Figure 2.3A-B). These results indicate that AIY
neurons have altered functions after imprinting, which include an acute role in generating
the reversed pirouette bias in imprinted aversion.
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DISCUSSION
Aversive imprinting: an early-formed long-lasting memory
C. elegans that are exposed to pathogenic bacteria early in life demonstrate
aversion to those bacterial odors as adults. Although it has an early critical period and
long duration, this imprinted aversion differs from classical olfactory imprinting in its
valence. Classical imprinting behaviors are mostly positive bonding, and the aversive
olfactory imprinting forms negative avoidance memory. There may be two different
kinds of imprinting that both describe behaviors that are markedly affected by experience
that occurs within an early developmental stage. On the one hand, imprinting can refer to
behavioral modifications that must be subjected to a stimulus in a particular time window
to have any influence at all, e.g. geese will not form any imprinted bonds once critical
periods close; on the other hand, imprinting can also refer to behavioral modifications
that can be most profoundly influenced by a stimulus encountered during a particular time,
e.g. aversive pathogen learning occurs in both larvae and adults, but only larvae can form
a long-term memory. Scott uses “critical period” and “optimal period” to discriminate the
two scenarios (Scott, 1962). The first kind of imprinting mainly involves positive valence;
the second kind of imprinting can be general learning, which can use both positive and
negative valences to represent environments that can be either favorable or lifethreatening.
Classical positive imprinting and the C. elegans aversive olfactory imprinting
may deploy different underlying mechanisms. For example, olfactory imprinting in
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salmon uses cGMP-based signaling mechanisms, which involve a small subset of
olfactory neurons and cause altered odor responses in the olfactory cilia (Dittman et al.,
1997; Lema and Nevitt, 2004). In comparison, aversive imprinting in C. elegans engages
both interneurons and sensory neurons. Even within C. elegans, positive and negative
imprinting are distinct. C. elegans positive imprinting require sra-11 and is transmitted to
the progeny of imprinted animals (Remy, 2010; Remy and Hobert, 2005); but aversive
imprinting does not require sra-11 and is not transgenerational.
In the most conservative terms, imprinted aversion in C. elegans may be
described as a form of optimal learning occurs during early development that results in a
long-term memory. Little is known about general mechanisms of classical imprinting in
other species, so as more is learned about the two kinds of imprinting, the mechanisms
may diverge or converge.

A neural circuit for imprinted aversion
The circuit requirements for imprinted aversion overlap partly with other forms of
olfactory learning such as adult learned aversion and long-term appetitive memory
(Figure 2.4A, 4.9, Table 1). The AWB and AWC sensory neurons that detect volatile
odorants and regulate chemotaxis are required for both forms of learning. Among the four
imprinting-relevant interneurons, RIM and RIA are also required for adult learning,
suggesting overlapping circuit requirements. Imprinting has a stronger reliance on the
AIB and AIY interneurons, which are individually dispensable for adult learned aversion
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(Ha et al., 2010) (Table 1). AIB and AIY are immediate targets for sensory neurons,
suggesting that imprinting engages early steps of sensory processing.
The formation and retrieval of the imprinted memory depended on distinct groups
of interneurons in a sensory processing circuit (Figure 4.9). These neurons receive input
from many sensory neurons that detect both pathogenic and nutritious bacteria. The
AWC and AWB neurons, which are required for imprinted aversion and adult learned
aversion, detect both E. coli- and PA14-conditioned media (Ha et al., 2010). The ASJ
neurons detect PA14 secondary metabolites associated with virulence (Meisel et al.,
2014), and also detect E. coli conditioned media, as is the case with numerous other
sensory neurons (Zaslaver et al., 2015). The collective activity of multiple sensory
neurons allows discrimination between bacterial odors, providing a substrate for olfactory
learning and memory (Harris et al., 2014). The specific role of sensory neurons in
imprinting remain elusive. Are they only passively involved in the odor detection, or are
they actively engaged in the synthesis of memory, or both? These questions will be
further discussed in Chapter 4.
The AIB and RIM neurons are necessary during learning, but dispensable for
memory retrieval in the adult. The AIY and RIA neurons, which were required only for
memory retrieval, are sites at which the imprinted memory may be expressed. The
separation of neurons in learning and memory is also observed in aversive olfactory
learning in the fruit fly Drosophila. Behavior genetics studies have identified a brain
region, the mushroom body, as a key center for Drosophila associative learning
(Heisenberg, 2003; Keene and Waddell, 2007). The structural architecture of the
mushroom body has been extensively mapped: ~2000 Kenyon cells in the mushroom
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body, representing sensory stimuli, converge onto 34 mushroom body output neurons that
can be categorized into 21 distinct types which are innervated by 8 classes of
dopaminergic neurons (Aso et al., 2014; Tanaka et al., 2008). The dopaminergic neurons
encode aversive or appetitive stimuli, and are required for only learning but not for
memory retrieval (Krashes et al., 2007; Bouzaiane et al., 2015; Owald et al., 2015;
Sejourne et al., 2011).

Variability and learning
The AIB and RIM neurons are acutely involved in sensorimotor behaviors, so it
was unexpected that they were required only during learning. AIB is a synaptic target of
many sensory neurons, and can transmit information from sensory neurons to
downstream neurons that drive reversal responses and other reorientation behaviors (Gray
et al., 2005). AIB and RIM are also elements of a coupled network of neurons that
includes the backward command neuron AVA. Functional calcium imaging of freely
moving animals indicates that AIB, RIM and AVA are active during most or all reversals,
and less active during forward locomotion (Gordus et al., 2015). In this context, each
neuron can be considered as receiving inputs (e.g. sensory stimulation by odorants),
sending outputs (reversals and omega turns), and retaining network membership (part of
the global reversal pattern).
The role of RIM in learning may be related to its role in generating variability in
the naïve sensory responses. Odor can reliably trigger the sensory neuronal response; but
the reversal/omega behavior is probabilistic, as are the odor-evoked responses of the
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interneurons AIB, AVA, and RIM (Gordus et al., 2015). RIM increases the coupling of
AIB to the reversal circuit, and loosens its connection to the sensory input. Effectively,
this means that RIM activity causes sensory inputs to be variably transmitted to AIB and
the rest of the circuit (Gordus et al., 2015). RIM releases many neurotransmitters such as
glutamate and tyramine; however, it is not known which molecule encodes variability.
Variability is often considered to be noise in the system, but it can be an active and
adaptive element of neural circuits and behavior. For example, trial and error learning
requires variation, and high variability at the beginning of training predicts better final
performance in human and rat motor learning (Wu et al., 2014).
Analogies can be drawn between imprinted aversion in C. elegans and
sensorimotor learning in songbirds during the critical period. Juvenile songs are variable,
and adult songs much less so; this results from the active generation of variability by the
anterior forebrain pathway in young animals, which is used to entrain a motor pathway
for song generation. A young bird learns and practices its tutor song using a specialized
brain region called LMAN that is not required for adult song performance (Bottjer et al.,
1984). The active generation of variability by LMAN is essential for song learning in
juveniles, and can be re-engaged in adulthood to permit song plasticity (Kao et al., 2005;
Olveczky et al., 2005). The switch from an early learning pathway to a mature retrieval
pathway in birdsong can be considered similar to the analogous switch in C. elegans
aversive imprinting, and the requirement for variability-generating neurons at the time of
learning may also be parallel. We speculate that a requirement for variability-generating
neurons during memory formation phase may be a general feature for long-term
sensorimotor memory.
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Learning induced specific and nonspecific behavioral changes
At a behavioral level, aversive imprinting of C. elegans gives rise to a specific
avoidance of the experienced pathogen through an altered chemotaxis strategy, i.e.
imprinted animals have obtained a higher turning rate when approaching the trained
bacteria PA14. This turning bias is specific to the imprinting odorant (PA14 smell) and
dependent on the AIY memory retrieval neurons (Figure 2.6). Consistent with our endpoint chemotaxis measurements, imprinting memory retrieval pathways deploy AIY
interneurons for an altered pirouette bias to avoid pathogen.
On the other hand, circuit-behavior examinations have shown that imprinting also
gives rise to subtle and nonspecific changes in locomotion patterns. Although imprinted
animals are developmentally healthy and capable of performing these tasks, their AIY
and AIB interneurons have become less coupled to the pirouette motor output. For
example, neuronal silencing of AIY in imprinted animals is less likely to affect pirouette
in local search behavior, and optogenetic activation of AIB in imprinted animals is less
able to initiate pirouette (Figure 2.3).
These subtle changes of neuronal contribution to behaviors can be the byproduct
of imprinted memory due to circuit network effects. C. elegans neurons are highly
interconnected with a statistical property that is similar to mammal cortex (Varshney et
al., 2011). Therefore, even if aversive imprinting only deploys and remodels a small
fraction of the nervous system, the rest of the neurons in the network may be affected
passively due to their dense connections with learning neurons. In particular, command
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interneurons (AVA and AVB) have high centrality in both chemical and electrical
synaptic networks (Varshney et al., 2011); therefore, imprinting-elicited changes in other
neurons can be passively propagated to command interneurons to affect locomotion. It
will be valuable to separate the imprinting-relevant changes from this ripple effect in the
neural network. For example, AIB is not required for the memory retrieval stage, and
therefore its change of ability in initiating turns seem unlikely to affect imprinted
memory.
However, it is also plausible that these nonspecific locomotion changes may be
meaningful or even essential for imprinted aversion. For example, AIY after imprinting
has seemingly transformed in its sensory drive and repressed its motor output of
regulating turns. The activity of AIY is required for memory retrieval, but it is not yet
clear that how its input and output have been remodeled to facilitate the retrieval process.
Changes in these neuronal properties will be further investigated and discussed in
Chapter 4.
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Figure 2.1 Aversive imprinting and adult learning in C. elegans
(A) Schematic illustration of bacterial choice assay, imprinting protocol, and adult
pathogen training protocol.
(B) Antibiotic clearance of pathogen after L1 imprinted aversion. (B1) Schematic
illustration of the pathogenic infection evaluation assay. (B2) Colony counts of lysate
from naïve adults, adults immediately after 6-hour training with PA14, and adults trained
as L1s. Each dot represents a single measurement; each bar graph represents population
mean and SEM.
(C) Olfactory choice preference index of naïve, PA14-imprinted, and adult-trained
animals. Each dot represents a single population assay calculated as shown; each line
represents the mean value.
(D) Learning index of animals imprinted on PA14, adult-trained, imprinted on nonpathogenic PA*50E12, starved for 12 hours after hatching, and F1 offspring of PA14imprinted animals. Boxes represent median and first and third quartiles, and whiskers
represent 10th-90th percentiles. n, number of independent assays, 100-200 animals/assay.
P values were generated by ANOVA with the Dunnett correction (*** P <0.001, ** P
<0.01, * P <0.05, ns not significant).
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Figure 2.2 Temporal requirements and sensory specificity of aversive imprinting
(A) Learning index of mature (two-day old) adults after exposure to PA14 at
different developmental stages.
(B) Learning index of animals imprinted either on pathogenic PA14 or on an E.
coli BL21 strain expressing the Pseudomonas translational inhibitor ToxA, then
tested with choices between PA14/OP50 and ToxA/OP50.
Boxes represent median and first and third quartiles, and whiskers represent 10th90th percentiles. n, number of independent assays, 100-200 animals/assay. P values
were generated by ANOVA with the Dunnett correction (*** P <0.001, ** P
<0.01, * P <0.05, ns not significant).
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Figure 2.3 Locomotion changes in imprinted animals
(A) Normal local search behavior, but a decreased contribution of AIY to pirouette
frequencies after aversive imprinting. A pirouette is a reversal followed by a high-angle
omega turn. (A1) Illustration of the local search experiment (Gray et al., 2005). (A2)
Pirouette frequency off food in naïve and imprinted adults, with (green) or without (black)
AIY silenced. The reorientation frequency in the absence of bacteria increased when AIY
was silenced acutely with HisCl1 in naïve animals but not in imprinted animals. Shaded
regions are ±SEM. Averaged from 6 movies (60-84 animals) per condition. Event
frequency of the histamine treatment group was compared to the control at indicated time
points; P values were generated by the nonparametric t-test (** P <0.01, ns not
significant).
(B) Imprinted animals have decreased basal pirouette frequencies during the chemotaxis
choice test. (B1-3) Average pirouette frequency of naïve (black) and PA14-imprinted (red)
animals (B1) navigating between PA14 and OP50 (average of 5 movies per group); (B2)
navigating between a novel bacterium ToxA and OP50 (average of 3 movies per group);
(B3) navigating between PA14 and OP50 with AIY neurons silenced with HisCl1
(average of 3 movies per group). Compared to the naïve group, animals imprinted on
PA14 had a lower basal pirouette frequency, regardless of whether they were responding
to PA14 or ToxA; AIY silencing eliminated this effect. In each panel, naïve and
imprinted event frequencies were compared and P values were generated by ANOVA
with Tukey correction (** P <0.01, * P<0.05). Bar graphs represent population mean and
error bars represent ±SEM.
(C) Pirouettes induced by optogenetic activation of AIB with ChR2 are decreased after
aversive imprinting. (C1-C2) Average frequency of (C1) pirouette reorientations and (C2)
non-pirouette reorientations upon optogenetic activation of AIB in naïve (black) and
imprinted (red) animals (grey bar, 20 s light pulse). Shaded regions are ±SEM. Averaged
from 6 movies (120-150 animals) per group. The difference in event frequencies 2 sec
before and 2 sec after light activation was compared between naïve and imprinted groups;
P values were generated by two-way ANOVA (** P <0.01, ns not significant).
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Figure 2.4 Adult learning circuit diagram and neuronal requirements for both forms of
learning
(A) Weighted circuit diagram of adult learned pathogen aversion defined in previous
studies (Chen et al., 2013; Ha et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2005; Zhang and Zhang, 2012).
Synaptic weights are based on the number of chemical synapses from
www.wormweb.org. The circuit was mapped by killing neurons with a laser, flowing
volatile cues from bacterial conditioned medium past individual animals suspended in
buffer droplets, and recording body bends characteristic of reorientation as a preference
readout. Imprinted aversion in this thesis is characterized using a plate-based population
chemotaxis assay, so there may be differences between the two assays that result from
odor presentation, motor readout, or behavioral states.
(B) Imprinted aversion and adult learned aversion in strains with genetic inactivation of
candidate neurons. TeTx: tetanus toxin light chain; unc-103(gf): a leaky potassium
channel (Petersen et al., 2004); mCasp: murine caspase (Yoshida et al., 2012). Asterisks
and red bars mark genotypes and conditions with statistically significant values indicating
learning. Because these are chronic manipulations, they do not have the internal controls
of the HisCl1 strains in Figure 2.5; the variability here is not unusual for multicopy C.
elegans transgenes.
Boxes represent median and first and third quartiles, and whiskers represent 10th-90th
percentiles. P values were generated by Anova with Sidak correction (*** P<0.001, **P
<0.01, ns not significant). n, number of independent assays, 100-200 animals/assay.
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Figure 2.5 Distinct circuits for the formation and retrieval of imprinted memory
(A) Weighted wiring diagram of interneurons implicated in imprinted memory formation
and retrieval. Synaptic strength is based on the number of chemical synapses from
www.wormweb.org.
(B) Schematic illustration of neuronal silencing either at the memory formation or
memory retrieval stage using cell-specific expression of a histamine-gated chloride
channel (HisCl1).
(C-D) Neuronal silencing to identify neurons required either during memory formation
(C) or during memory retrieval (D).
Boxes represent median and first and third quartiles, and whiskers represent 10th-90th
percentiles. n, number of independent assays, 100-200 animals/assay. P values were
generated by ANOVA with the Dunnett correction (** P <0.01, * P <0.05, ns not
significant).
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Figure 2.6 Behavioral strategies allowing imprinted aversion
(A) A pirouette is a reversal coupled to a high-angle turn. The bearing angle θ is the
animal’s direction of movement with respect to the odor source (here, PA14 lawn) before
the pirouette. Each choice assay has two bacterial odor sources, which were examined
separately (see Experimental Procedures).
(B) Normalized pirouette frequency of naïve and imprinted animals at different bearing
angles with respect to a PA14 lawn (left) or OP50 lawn (right) in the choice assay. Naïve
event frequency was compared to imprinted frequency at each bearing angle; P values
were generated by ANOVA with the Sidak correction (* P <0.05).
(C) Normalized pirouette frequency of naïve and PA14-imprinted animals navigating
between a novel toxic bacterium, ToxA, and OP50.
(D) Normalized pirouette frequency of naïve and PA14-imprinted animals navigating
between PA14 and OP50 with AIY neurons silenced with HisCl1.
Pirouette rates were calculated from 3-5 movies with 40-50 animals each and normalized
to average rates across angles.
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Table 1 Differential neuronal requirement for adult learning and imprinting

Neuron Requirement for adult learning
AWC
AWB

ASI

ADF
AIB
AIY
AIZ
RIA
RIM
AVA

Requirement for aversive imprinting

Required for naïve preference (Ha et
al., 2010; Harris et al., 2014)
Required for naïve preference (Ha et
al., 2010; Harris et al., 2014)
Required for ins-6 signaling (Chen et
al., 2013)

Required (or required with ASE)
Required
Not required: mCasp ablation (Figure
2.4B). Should be confirmed with a
second inactivation reagent

Required (Ha et al., 2010; Zhang et al.,

Unknown, but serotonin is required,

2005)

which is made by ADF

Required for naïve preference but not
learning (Ha et al., 2010)
Required for naïve preference but not
learning (Ha et al., 2010)
Required for naïve preference but not
learning (Ha et al., 2010)
Required for learned preference (Ha et
al., 2010)
Required for learned preference (Ha et
al., 2010)
Required for TGFβ signaling (Zhang
and Zhang, 2012)
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Required for memory formation
Required for memory retrieval
Unknown
Required for memory retrieval
Required for memory formation
Unknown

CHAPTER 3:
Genetic requirements for aversive olfactory imprinting
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INTRODUCTION
What molecules and genes allow the nervous system to form, retain, and retrieve
a memory? This question has been asked through many approaches over the past decades.
Eric Kandel and colleagues pioneered the use of the Aplysia gill withdrawal reflex
paradigm to study the molecular basis of a behavioral memory (Kandel, 2001; Kandel
and Tauc, 1965). Gill withdrawal can be progressively attenuated (habituation) or
strengthened (sensitization), depending on training experience. Spaced repetition between
training sessions can convert a short-term memory, which lasts minutes, into a long-term
form that lasts for days (Brunelli et al., 1976; Pinsker et al., 1973). Through
electrophysiology and biochemical characterization, Kandel’s team found essential genes
and pathways for short- and long-term memory.
For short-term memory, release of the neurotransmitter serotonin can upregulate
cAMP signaling in the presynaptic sensory neurons (Brunelli et al., 1976). cAMP
activates a protein kinase PKA, which acts on an S-type potassium channel to reduce
potassium current, allowing stronger calcium influx, which causes enhanced
neurotransmitter release and prolonged withdrawal behavior (Byrne and Kandel, 1996;
Castellucci and Kandel, 1976; Klein and Kandel, 1980; Siegelbaum et al., 1982).
Additional molecular pathways are involved in the formation of long-term
memory. In the presynaptic neuron, persistent activation of PKA recruits mitogenactivated protein kinase (MAPK) and turns on gene transcription that is dependent on the
activity of cAMP response element binding protein (CREB) (Bartsch et al., 1995; Dash et
al., 1990; Kandel, 2001). CREB not only inactivates the memory suppressor genes, such
as the transcription factor ApCREB-2 (Bartsch et al., 1995), but also turns on immediate43

response genes, such as the activation factor ApAF, to allow synaptic growth for memory
(Bartsch et al., 2000).
In the meantime, fly geneticists led by Seymour Benzer investigated learningrelated genes using behavior genetic approaches (Quinn et al., 1974; Tully, 1996).
Chemical mutagenesis and forward genetic screens led to the discovery of the mutant fly
dunce, which fails to associate electrical shock with an odor cue in aversive learning
(Dudai et al., 1976). The biochemical identity of dunce was found to be a cAMP
phosphodiesterase (Byers et al., 1981). Along with the independent discovery of cAMP
signaling in Aplysia learning, dunce strongly implicated this second messenger pathway
in associative learning. The molecular mechanisms of learning have proven to be highly
conserved from invertebrates to mammals (Barco et al., 2006; Kandel, 2001).
In C. elegans, much progress has been focused on characterizing learning genes
and mapping them onto the relevant neurons and circuits. Short-term memory, such as
odor adaptation, requires various molecules in the sensory neuron AWC (guanylyl
cyclase ODR-1 and cGMP dependent protein kinase EGL-4), and the interneurons AIA
(neuropeptide Y receptor NPR-11) and AIY (RAS kinase LET-60) (Chalasani et al., 2010;
Hirotsu and Iino, 2005; L'Etoile et al., 2002) (Table 2). Long-term memory, such as odor
associative spaced training, correlates with large-scale gene expression changes that
depend on CREB activity (Lakhina et al., 2015), agreeing with the earlier work from
other animal models.
In this chapter, I discuss genes that are essential for aversive imprinting, and
compare them to genes required for medium-term adult aversive learning. I map these
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genetic requirements onto the imprinting-relevant circuit described in Chapter 2, and
suggest explanations for how molecular pathways synthesize the memory.

RESULTS
Genetic requirements for adult learning and imprinting
The overlap between neural circuits for adult learned aversion and imprinted
aversion (RIM and RIA) suggests that they might share molecular components. Indeed,
the serotonin biosynthesis enzyme TPH-1 and the serotonin receptor MOD-1 required for
adult learned aversion were required for imprinted aversion as well (Zhang et al., 2005)
(Figure 3.1A).
Glutamate is broadly employed as an excitatory neurotransmitter in vertebrate and
invertebrate nervous systems (Luscher and Frerking, 2001; Malinow and Malenka, 2002).
Glutamatergic signaling as well as the vesicular glutamate transporter EAT-4 are required
for touch habituation in C. elegans, among other behaviors (Lee et al., 1999; Rankin and
Wicks, 2000; Rose et al., 2003). I found that both adult learned aversion and imprinted
aversion required eat-4, but glutamate receptors distinguished between the two forms of
memory. The glutamate receptor GLR-3, which is expressed in RIA, was required for
both adult learned aversion and imprinted aversion. However, the AMPA-type glutamate
receptor GLR-1, which is expressed in AIB, RIM, RIA, and other neurons, was required
for imprinted aversion but not for adult learned aversion, and the NMDA-type glutamate
receptor NMR-1 affected adult learned aversion but not imprinted aversion (Figure 3.1A).
Interestingly, introducing a leaky channel with a single nucleotide mutated GLR-1(AT) in
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AIB neurons of wild-type animals can lead to an imprinting deficit (Figure 5.2A) (Zheng
et al., 1999) (Figure 3.1B).
The cAMP response element-binding protein (CREB) is a transcription factor
required for long-term memory in Aplysia, C. elegans, Drosophila, and mice (Kauffman
et al., 2010; Silva et al., 1998; Yin et al., 1994). The C. elegans CREB homolog crh-1
was required for imprinted aversion, but not for adult learned aversion (Figure 3.1A).
Imprinted aversion did not require SRA-11, a G protein-coupled receptor required for
positive odor imprinting (Figure 3.1A) (Remy, 2010; Remy and Hobert, 2005).
I also tested the possibility that learning can occur through RNA interference
pathways by examining mutants of dsRNA uptake channel sid-1, as well as members of
the argonaute protein family rde-1 and rde-4 that are required for RNAi (Parrish and Fire,
2001; Tabara et al., 1999). All three mutants showed positive learning in both imprinting
and adult learning tests; although the rde-1 and rde-4 mutants learned less effectively
than the wild-type (Figure 3.1C).
Although much remains to be learned about the timing, neuronal site of action,
and specificity of these genes, it appears that imprinted aversion has genetic requirements
that overlap partly but not entirely with other forms of learning.

Tyramine is required for imprinting in RIM learning neurons
The RIM neurons release several neurotransmitters, including the monoamine
neurotransmitter tyramine (Alkema et al., 2005) (Figure 3.2A). Invertebrate tyramine and
octopamine are analogous to vertebrate epinephrine and norepinephrine, neuromodulators
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that can act as learning cues (Tully et al., 2007). Synthesis of tyramine and of the related
transmitter octopamine requires the tyrosine decarboxylase TDC-1, and we found that
tdc-1 mutants were defective both in imprinted aversion and in adult learned aversion
(Figure 3.2B, 3.3B). tbh-1 mutants, which are deficient in octopamine synthesis, had
normal imprinted aversion, suggesting that tyramine is the relevant transmitter (Figure
3.2B). tdc-1 is expressed in RIM and RIC neurons, and in non-neuronal cells in the gonad
(Alkema et al., 2005). Imprinted aversion in tdc-1 mutants was rescued by expressing a
tdc-1 cDNA from the RIM-specific gcy-13 promoter, but not from the RIC-specific tbh-1
promoter, indicating that tyramine synthesized by the RIM neurons is sufficient for
imprinting (Figure 3.2B).
Imprinted aversion in tdc-1 mutants was rescued by exogenous tyramine during
the L1 stage, when the RIM neurons were required, but not at later times (Figure 3.2C,
left). Direct administration of tyramine during the L1 learning period rescued imprinted
aversion when RIM was simultaneously silenced with HisCl1 (Figure 3.2C, right). The
requirement for RIM in imprinted aversion is therefore closely associated with tyramine
signaling in the L1 stage. However, L1 supplementation with exogenous tyramine and
serotonin was not sufficient to induce imprinted aversion to non-pathogenic bacteria
(Figure 3.2D).

The tyramine receptor SER-2 is required in AIY memory retrieval neurons
C. elegans senses tyramine through the G-protein coupled receptors TYRA-2,
TYRA-3, SER-2, and the tyramine-gated chloride channel LGC-55 (Donnelly et al., 2013;
Rex et al., 2005; Tsalik et al., 2003; Wragg et al., 2007). tyra-2, ser-2, and lgc-55 were all
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required for imprinted aversion, but tyra-3 was not (Figure 3.3A). Among these, ser-2
was required for imprinted aversion but not adult learned aversion (Figure 3.3B).
The ser-2 gene encodes multiple isoforms from different promoters (Tsalik et al.,
2003). In localizing its site of action, we found that a distal promoter fragment (ser-2p2)
driving a ser-2e cDNA rescued imprinted aversion in ser-2 mutants, but a proximal
promoter fragment (ser-2p1) did not (Figure 3.3A). Rescuing activity was narrowed
down further using an inverted Cre-lox (FLEx) recombination strategy to provide ser-2 to
subsets of ser-2p2 neurons (Figure 3.3C). Expressing the Cre recombinase only in AIY
neurons rescued learned aversion almost as well as full ser-2p2 expression, whereas
expression in other ser2p2-expressing neurons (RME, SIA, and AIZ) was ineffective
(Figure 3.3C). Thus SER-2 in AIY detects the tyramine produced by RIM, bridging the
memory formation and retrieval circuits for imprinted aversion.

DISCUSSION
Neuromodulator as a learning signal
The AIB and RIM neurons are necessary during learning, but dispensable for
memory retrieval in the adult. The RIM neurotransmitter tyramine is also necessary for
learning during the L1 stage, and tyramine can replace the requirement for RIM activity.
These results indicate that the neuromodulator tyramine from RIM is an essential learning
cue.
Neuromodulatory systems have essential roles in learning paradigms including
the gill withdrawal reflex of Aplysia (serotonin), Drosophila olfactory learning
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(dopamine, octopamine), vertebrate reward learning (dopamine), and vertebrate fear
conditioning (norepinephrine and others) (Johansen et al., 2011; Kandel, 2001; Waddell,
2013). Interestingly, Drosophila olfactory learning and memory often require a
combination of multiple neuromodulators, just as learned pathogen aversion in C. elegans
requires tyramine, serotonin, and, in adult learning, insulin and TGF-beta peptides (Table
2). Structurally, olfactory inputs into the mushroom bodies are transmitted in parallel to
different lobes, each of which is innervated by a few dopaminergic neurons that represent
positive or negative contexts (Aso et al., 2014). Dopamine is the direct learning input into
the Drosophila mushroom body to shape the output synapses and functions (Cohn et al.,
2015; Hige et al., 2015; Waddell, 2013); other neuromodulators such as octopamine can
also modulate dopamine signaling (Burke et al., 2012; Cassenaer and Laurent, 2012;
Schroll et al., 2006).
These examples provide a framework for considering modulators in imprinted
aversion as well. Combinations of neuromodulators (serotonin, tyramine and
neuropeptides) could encode pathogenic infection and the recovery from infection, or
chains of modulators might transmit this information to sensory circuits to allow their
modification. Serotonin is transcriptionally elevated by PA14 infection, and serotonin
supplementation can make adult learning more effective (Zhang et al., 2005). Although
serotonin and tyramine may relay information about pathogenic infection, they probably
do not encode the aversive unconditioned stimulus directly, as certain dopaminergic
neurons do in Drosophila olfactory learning (Aso et al., 2014; Hige et al., 2015).
Exogenous serotonin and tyramine are not sufficient to make animals aversively imprint
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on a nonpathogenic Pseudomonas PA50E12, suggesting there are other cues required for
learning.

Differential genes required in short- and long-term memory
Imprinted aversion shares features with other kinds of learning in C. elegans and
other animals. The neuronal circuits for imprinted aversion and learned adult aversion are
overlapping, but not identical. At a genetic level, both imprinted aversion and adult
learned aversion require serotonin and the MOD-1 serotonin receptor, tyramine and
tyramine receptors TYRA-3 and LGC-55, and vesicular glutamate transporter EAT-4 and
glutamate receptor GLR-3. The common genetic requirements suggesting that short and
long-term memory can share similar genetic components. These shared genes are key
molecules involved in neuronal signaling and circuit function, and emerged from a
candidate screen; more genes would surely be uncovered from a broader and unbiased
approach, so this represents only a limited view of the genetics of aversive imprinting.
Both imprinted aversion and adult learned aversion require two tyramine
receptors, LGC-55 and TYRA-2. LGC-55 is expressed in the forward command neuron
AVB and in head motor neurons, and TYRA-2 is expressed in head sensory neurons,
suggesting that these neurons could also contribute to aversive memory (Pirri et al., 2009;
Rex et al., 2005). SER-2 was required only for imprinted aversion and not for learned
adult aversion. Acting in the AIY memory retrieval neurons in imprinted aversion, SER-2
provides a molecular bridge between the neurons involved in memory formation (RIM)
and memory retrieval (AIY), two processes that occur three days apart. Tyramine, as a
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monoamine modulator, operates at a slow time scale to influence circuit functions
(Marder et al., 2014) and its mutant can be rescued by chemical supplementation.
Exogenous tyramine provided only at the L1 stage can rescue a tyramine-deficient mutant,
suggesting that tyramine has a restricted time of action during learning. These results
suggest that acute tyramine action via SER-2 initiates long-term changes in AIY that
drive imprinted aversion. In motor neurons, SER-2 signals through Gαo to inhibit
neurotransmitter release (Donnelly et al., 2013); how it functions in AIY to affect
imprinted memory is unknown. It is possible that it functions through transcriptional
regulations to encode long-term changes, which will be discussed in Chapter 4 and 5.
The requirements for the AMPA-type glutamate receptor GLR-1, tyramine
receptor SER-2, and the CREB in imprinted aversion, but not adult learned aversion,
echo requirements in long-term versus short-term learning in other C. elegans learning
paradigms (Table 2). Both GLR-1 and CREB are also crucial for 24-hour memory of
touch habituation, but not for habituation memory that lasts 12 hours or less (Rose et al.,
2003; Timbers and Rankin, 2011). These two genes are present throughout life, although
it is unknown how their expression and activity in different neurons varies at early larval
stages from adulthood.
It is plausible that the basis of the early critical period that gives rise to longlasting imprinted aversion could be a change of CREB-dependent gene expression in the
relevant neurons. CREB is required for long-term appetitive olfactory learning that lasts
for 24 hours, but not for short-term appetitive learning (Kauffman et al., 2010). Although
expressed ubiquitously, CREB is required in different neurons for different functions: in
AIM interneurons for long-term appetitive olfactory memory (Lakhina et al., 2015), in
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RIC interneurons for detecting starvation states (Suo et al., 2006); and in AFD sensory
neurons for thermotaxis (Nishida et al., 2011). In long-term appetitive olfactory training,
CREB drives induction of over 700 genes detectable by whole-animal RNA sequencing
(Lakhina et al., 2015). On the one hand, these global effects emphasize that the strong
unconditioned stimuli of food, starvation, and pathogenic infection act on the whole
animal, not just single synapses; on the other hand, the global transcriptional effects need
to be refined to specific circuits and neurons to unveil the causal mechanisms.
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Figure 3.1 Genetic requirements for aversive imprinting
(A) Imprinted aversion and adult learned aversion in mutants for the serotonin
biosynthetic enzyme TPH-1, the serotonin receptor MOD-1, the vesicular glutamate
transporter EAT-4, the glutamate receptors GLR-1, GLR-3 and NMR-1, the CREB
homolog CRH-1 (two alleles), and the orphan G-protein coupled receptor SRA-11. Red
bars mark assays with a significant learning deficit. Boxes represent median and first and
third quartiles, and whiskers represent 10th-90th percentiles.
(B) Imprinted and adult learned aversion in strains with abnormal glutamate receptor glr1 signaling. glr-1(AT) is a leaky channel with a single nucleotide mutation (Zheng et al.,
1999), which when expressed in AIB interneurons can disrupt aversive imprinting. Each
bar graph represents population mean and SEM.
(C) Imprinted and adult learned aversion in strains with defects in RNA interference
(RNAi) signaling. Each bar graph represents population mean and SEM.
n, number of independent assays, 100-200 animals/assay. P values were generated by
ANOVA with the Dunnett correction. (*** P <0.001, ** P <0.01, * P <0.05, ns not
significant).
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Figure 3.2 Tyramine is required for aversive imprinting
(A) Biosynthetic pathways for tyramine (produced in RIM and RIC neurons) and
octopamine (produced in RIC neurons). Cells of the somatic gonad also make tyramine
and octopamine.
(B) Learning index of tyramine/octopamine mutants and rescued strains.
(C) Learning index after exogenous tyramine or histamine administration to tdc-1
mutants and RIM::HisCl1 strains.
(D) Tyramine and serotonin administration during L1 stage fails to induce imprinted
aversion to the non-pathogenic Pseudomonas strain PA50E12.
Boxes represent median and first and third quartiles, and whiskers represent 10th-90th
percentiles. n, number of independent assays, 100-200 animals/assay. P values were
generated by ANOVA with the Dunnett correction. (*** P <0.001, ** P <0.01, * P <0.05,
ns not significant).
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Figure 3.3 Tyramine receptors SER-2 is required for aversive imprinting
(A) Learning index of tyramine receptor mutants and rescued strains.
(B) Adult learned aversion in tyramine deficient mutant tdc-1 and tyramine receptor
mutants tyra-2, lgc-55 and ser-2.
(C) Cell-specific rescue of ser-2 using intersectional promoters. Cre expression and
inversion allows ser-2 expression in subsets of ser-2p2-expressing cells.
Boxes represent median and first and third quartiles, and whiskers represent 10th90th percentiles. n, number of independent assays, 100-200 animals/assay. P values
were generated by ANOVA with the Dunnett correction. (*** P <0.001, ** P <0.01,
* P <0.05, ns not significant).
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Table 2 Plasticity genes in C. elegans

Gene

Plasticity

Encoded protein and
function sites

Reference

egl-4

Olfactory learning

cGMP-dependent kinase in
AWCon

(L'Etoile et al.,
2002)

odr-1

Olfactory learning

Guanylyl cyclase in AWCon

(L'Etoile and
Bargmann, 2000;
Morrison and van
der Kooy, 2001)

let-60

Olfactory learning

RAS-GTPase in AIY

(Hirotsu and Iino,
2005)

npr-11

Olfactory learning

Neuropeptide Y receptor in
AIA

(Chalasani et al.,
2010)

nlp-1

Olfactory learning

Neuropeptide in AWC

(Chalasani et al.,
2010)

ins-1

Olfactory and
gustatory learning

Neuropeptide in AIA and ASI

(Chalasani et al.,
2010; Tomioka et
al., 2006)

crh-1

Olfactory learning,
touch habituation and
aversive imprinting

CREB, ubiquitous

(Amano and
Maruyama, 2011;
Kauffman et al.,
2010; Timbers and
Rankin, 2011)

eat-4

Touch habituation and
pathogen learning

Vesicular glutamate
transporter

(Rankin and Wicks,
2000; Rose et al.,
2002)

glr-1

Olfactory learning,
touch habituation and
aversive imprinting

AMPA receptor

(Rose et al., 2003;
Stetak et al., 2009)

nmr-1

Gustatory learning

NMDA receptor

(Kano et al., 2008)
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Table 2 continued

Gene

Plasticity

Encoded protein and
function sites

Reference

tph-1

Pathogen learning

Serotonin synthesis in ADF

(Zhang et al., 2005)

mod-1

Pathogen learning

Serotonin receptor in AIY and
AIZ

(Zhang et al., 2005)

dbl-1

Pathogen learning

TGFβ in AVA

(Zhang and Zhang,
2012)

ins-6

Pathogen learning

Neuropeptide in ASI

(Chen et al., 2013)

ins-7

Pathogen learning

Neuropeptide in URX

(Chen et al., 2013)

Neuropeptide receptor in RIA

(Chen et al., 2013;
Kauffman et al.,
2010; Ohno et al.,
2014)

daf-2

Gustatory and
pathogen learning
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CHAPTER 4:
Functional neuronal changes after aversive olfactory imprinting
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INTRODUCTION
Developmental plasticity can lead to long-term and sometimes irreversible
changes in the nervous system that modulate behavior. One of the most striking examples
comes from studying the neural basis of sensorimotor wiring in barn owls (Pena and
Gutfreund, 2014). To localize the source of a sound, animals measure both auditory and
visual cues to estimate its physical location in space. This sensory-spatial map, e.g. the
precise relationship between visual-auditory measurements and a location in space, can
be modulated by early experience. After wearing prisms that systematically shift visual
cues by a few degrees, young barn owls can learn to adjust their orienting perceptions by
taking into account the optical displacement from the prism, and successfully learn to
localize the object with a shifted visual field (Knudsen and Knudsen, 1989a, b). Chronic
visual displacement by prism irreversibly changes the sensorimotor map, resulting in a
systematic error in orienting tasks. However, prism removal in youth (<200 days old) can
allow the animal to recalibrate its sensorimotor map and acquire normal orienting ability
(Brainard and Knudsen, 1993; Knudsen and Knudsen, 1990). The ability to adjust to a
shifted visual field and relearn the sensorimotor association is lost after the close of the
sensitive period.
The neural correlates of this orienting task have been rigorously examined by
electrophysiological studies. In the prism-reared animals, neural circuits in the midbrain
inferior colliculus change their tuning properties to respond more strongly to the stimuli
from the shifted visual field, and less strongly to the normal stimuli without the optic
displacement (Brainard and Knudsen, 1998; Feldman and Knudsen, 1997). This shift of
neural responses after an early optical shift experience is proposed to be a representation
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of memory, and the midbrain region inferior colliculus that allows this experiencedependent recalibration is proposed to be the storage site of the memory.
Similarly, I speculate that aversive imprinting in C. elegans, which also occurs
during early development, may lead to changes in neural circuits that can store the
olfactory memory and later allow animals to avoid the experienced pathogen. If so, where
are those sites of memory? Does this neural correlate of memory actually result from a
change in the synapses? Are these effects correlated to or even essential for the aversive
behavior? As discussed in an earlier chapter, early stress experience in C. elegans can
induce developmental reprogramming into the alternative larval stage, dauer. Dauer
behaviors are distinct from those of normal developmental larvae (Hu, 2007): dauer
larvae lose sensitivity to gustatory signals and behave poorly in salt chemotaxis, become
more resistant to noxious thermal signals, display much reduced locomotion activity for
energy preservation, and gain the nictation behavior to sway the body in the air and
achieve maximal dispersal (Cassada and Russell, 1975). These changes of behavior are
correlated with drastic changes of neuronal structures, including the enlarged tip of the
inner labial neurons, increased winglike structures and enhanced innervation with body
wall, as well as changes of relative positions of the amphidial neurons (Albert and Riddle,
1983). In this chapter, to assess changes in functional activity, I examine neuronal
responses to bacterial odors in animals expressing genetically encoded calcium indicators
in the learning-related interneurons AIB, RIM, AIY, and RIA.
Besides the aforementioned four key interneurons, can learning happen at the
sensory level? Sensory neuronal ablation raises a concern that the loss of learning may be
an indirect result of the loss of primary detection. I take a functional approach to record
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sensory responses to pathogens in both naïve and imprinted animals, in the hope of
understanding how the bacterial smell is represented in the animals’ brains, and how
experience can change this representation. At the end of this chapter, I will report work in
progress using a multi-focal microscope that allows real-time volumetric recording of 12
pairs of sensory neurons, to ask how naïve and imprinted animals encode pathogen smell
by their neuronal representations.

RESULTS
Imprinting does not qualitatively alter AIY-RIA synaptic structures
Because both aversive imprinting and dauer formation occur while the nervous
system is still developing, we speculate that imprinting, similarly, may have led to
neuronal structure changes. The four interneurons required for imprinting have been
examined and shown to have similar morphologies in the naïve and imprinted animals,
suggesting that the early pathogen experience did not drastically alter the cell fate or
development.
To examine whether the subcellular structures are altered after imprinting, I first
examined AIB, RIM, AIY and RIA interneurons. Each neuron appeared superficially
normal in somatic and axonal morphology. I then focused on the two memory retrieval
neurons, AIY and RIA, and examined their synaptic marker expression in both naïve and
imprinted animals. AIY-RIA synaptic structure can be visualized by the colocalization of
two tagged proteins: the presynaptic synaptic vesicle associated protein RAB-3 (fused
with mCherry) in AIY neurons and the postsynaptic glutamate receptor GLR-1 (fused
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with GFP) in RIA neurons (Shao et al., 2013). Measured by the co-localized voxel
number, AIY-RIA synapses appeared superficially similar between naïve and imprinted
adults, suggesting that imprinting did not lead to major structural changes in AIY-RIA
neurons (Figure 4.1).

Functional changes in the learning neurons AIB and RIM
The lack of developmental and structural changes to neurons after imprinting does
not preclude the possibility of functional changes in these neurons. Because aversive
imprinting makes animals avoid the pathogen that naïve animals were attracted to, I
examined neuronal responses to alternating bacterial odors of animals expressing the
genetically-encoded calcium indicator GCaMP in specific cell types (Tian et al., 2009).
AIB, RIM, AIY, and RIA have all been shown to respond to chemical odors with calcium
increases or decreases (Gordus et al., 2015; Hendricks et al., 2012; Larsch et al., 2013),
and these calcium signals are likely to correlate with their activity, albeit with low
temporal resolution (Larsch et al., 2015). Each neuron was examined in naïve and
imprinted animals presented with alternating streams of OP50- and PA14-conditioned
medium to imitate the sensory experience associated with a choice between bacterial
odors in the memory retrieval context (Ha et al., 2010).
The memory formation neurons AIB and RIM are synaptic targets of many
sensory neurons and are acutely involved in sensorimotor behaviors (Figure 4.9) – they
are elements of a coupled network of neurons that is active during most or all reversals
(Gordus et al., 2015; White et al., 1986). AIB and RIM neurons were visualized from the
same animal simultaneously, and their calcium responses were strongly correlated under
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all conditions. Calcium responses from both neurons in naïve animals fell acutely after a
transition from OP50- to PA14-conditioned medium and increased slowly after a
reciprocal transition from PA14 to OP50 (Figure 4.2A-B). Calcium transients were
similar in naïve and imprinted adult animals, albeit with a slightly albeit significantly
stronger AIB response after imprinting (Figure 4.2A-B). Thus, after imprinting, AIB and
RIM remained responsive to OP50 and PA14 bacterial odors, although they contribute
little to the aversive memory retrieval.
The subtle changes in AIB functions after imprinting were examined further. AIB
and RIM have bistable calcium states and variable responses to odor stimulation (Figure
4.2C-E). In the trials of which these neurons were in a high calcium state before PA14
odor stimulation (Figure 4.2D-E, top row), AIB in naïve animals responded to PA14 with
a sharp calcium suppression, soon followed by reactivation. Imprinted animals showed a
more sustained calcium suppression and longer durations at the low-calcium states
throughout the PA14 episode window (Figure 4.2F-G). This effect was not observed in a
comparison of naïve and imprinted RIM responses. Moreover, as previously described,
AIB is still capable of driving reversal behaviors by optogenetic activation; however, this
ability to drive turns is was attenuated in the imprinted animals (Figure 2.3C). These
subtle effects collectively hint at AIB’s stronger engagement in sensory detection and
weaker involvement in motor initiation after imprinting.

Functional changes in the AIY memory retrieval neurons
In the AIY memory retrieval neurons, calcium increased after a transition from
OP50- to PA14-conditioned medium and fell after the reciprocal transition (Figure 4.3A65

B). The average response in AIY was significantly stronger in the imprinted adults,
reflected in ~15% increase of response after imprinting in the cumulative distribution
(Figure 4.3C).
Like AIB and RIM, AIY is involved in locomotion, but unlike them it suppresses
turns while active (Gray et al., 2005). Silencing AIY elicits an increased turning rate in
naïve animals, which is less prominent in imprinted animals (Figure 2.3A). AIY’s
enhanced calcium response to pathogens and its dampened ability to suppress turns in the
imprinted group resemble AIB in that imprinting causes a stronger sensory engagement
and weakened coupling with motor circuit.
Among AIB, RIM, and AIY, only AIY activity is essential in adults at the time of
memory retrieval (Figure 2.5). To ask whether the change in AIY activity is central to
imprinted memory, I examined AIY activity in animals whose RIM interneurons were
silenced during L1, precluding imprinting (Figure 4.4). These animals had the same
increased AIY responses to bacterial odors as control imprinted animals, despite showing
the behavioral preferences of naïve animals. Thus the changes in AIY calcium responses
after exposure to PA14 in the L1 stage are not sufficient for imprinted aversion.

Functional changes in the memory retrieval neurons RIA
RIA interneurons have the most numerous neuronal (non-muscle) synapses
among all the C. elegans neurons (Sasakura, 2013; White et al., 1986). Accordingly, they
have complex responses that integrate sensory input and motor feedback. RIA axons have
compartmentalized calcium responses in dorsal (nrD) and ventral (nrV) regions that are
generated by reciprocal connections with dorsal and ventral head motor neurons,
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respectively. Due to the alternation of dorsal and ventral motor activity, this component
of the response is often anti-correlated in nrD and nrV (Hendricks et al., 2012) (Figure
4.5A-B). Administration of bacterial conditioned medium can acutely synchronize the
activities of nrD and nrV, a second pattern of activity, which will be discussed later
(Hendricks et al., 2012) (Figure 4.7). To enable the detection of sensory inputs, I
delivered alternating streams of bacterial conditioned media in 10-second pulses, a
timescale slower than the dominant timescale of spontaneous nrD/nrV activity, and
examined both average responses across many animals and trials and the correlation of
nrD/nrV responses within individual trials.
In naïve animals, average calcium levels transiently increased in both nrD and
nrV compartments each time bacterial streams were exchanged, rising immediately after
a switch from OP50 to PA14 and immediately after a switch from PA14 to OP50 and
falling within two seconds (Figure 4.5C,E). This response was notably different from that
of AIB, RIM, and AIY, which responded asymmetrically to the conditioned bacteria at
baseline. By contrast, the average calcium levels in imprinted animals fell in both nrD
and nrV immediately after a switch from OP50 to PA14 (Figure 4.5C,E), and their
average increase after a switch from PA14 to OP50 was considerably stronger than that in
naïve animals. This alteration in RIA activity appeared specific to the choice context, as
RIA neurons in naïve and imprinted animals had comparable responses to alternative
pulses of buffer and conditioned medium from OP50 or PA14 (Figure 4.6A-B).
To better understand the shift in response in OP-PA alternations, I aligned
individual traces to the reciprocal odor transitions and ranked them based on the rise or
fall in calcium levels at the transition (Figure 4.5D,F). Both visual inspection and
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quantitative analysis demonstrated a systematic shift across the entire distribution of
responses between the responses of naïve and imprinted animals: after imprinting, fewer
animals/trials responded to PA14 with a calcium increase, and more animals/trials
responded to OP50 with a calcium increase. Imprinted animals had reciprocal changes in
the fraction of responses that decreased (Figure 4.5D,F).
Sensory cues such as bacterial conditioned medium increase the frequency at
which nrD and nrV become synchronized, so that both compartments experience
simultaneous calcium influx or efflux (Hendricks et al., 2012). Indeed, naïve animal had
more synchronized calcium events at odor transitions than other times; imprinted animals
showed an even more enhanced synchrony at transitions (Figure 4.7A-B). Raster plots of
individual synchronized calcium influx (in red) and efflux (in blue) events show
significant increases of stimuli-triggered synchrony in the imprinted group (Figure 4.7AB). Among trials in which nrD and nrV calcium fluctuations were synchronized, the
calcium in these compartments increased after either PA14 or OP50 addition in naïve
animals (Figure 4.7A). In imprinted animals, the synchronized calcium signals decreased
upon PA14 addition, and increased upon OP50 addition, matching the responses
measured in each compartment separately (Figure 4.7A).
The calcium changes in RIA were specific to the bacteria experienced during
training; RIA neurons in naïve and PA14-imprinted animals did not respond differently to
conditioned medium from a novel toxic bacterium, ToxA, when it was presented in
alternation with OP50 (Figure 4.6C, 4.7C).
Finally, I examined RIA calcium dynamics in animals in which the RIM
interneurons were acutely silenced with HisCl1 during L1 exposure to PA14, precluding
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imprinting. RIA calcium responses in these adult animals were indistinguishable from
those of naïve controls with respect to compartmentalized dynamics in nrD, nrV, or
synchronous activity (Figure 4.7D). In summary, the circuit requirements, choicespecificity, and stimulus-specificity for changes in RIA calcium dynamics all correlate
with imprinted behavioral memory.

Probing circuits and synaptic functions in imprinting-relevant neurons
The AIY and RIA memory retrieval neurons are synaptically connected and both
present functional calcium changes after imprinting. Do AIY-RIA synapses have any
change of function after imprinting? To address this question, I presynaptically activated
AIY using a red-shifted channelrhodopsin variant (Chrimson), and post-synaptically
recorded neuron activities from RIA using GCaMP (Klapoetke et al., 2014) (Figure 4.8A).
2-second pulses of AIY activations resulted in suppression of RIA calcium responses in
both axonal compartments and its synchronized activity (Figure 5.1B,D). Moreover, this
inhibitory synapse may be enhanced in the imprinted animals (Figure 5.1C). In the
preliminary optogenetic experiment, I identified an inhibitory synaptic connection
between AIY and RIA. In the future, it will be interesting to ask: 1) which
neurotransmitter(s) and receptor(s) operate at this inhibitory synapse; 2) what the activity
relationship is between AIY and RIA; 3) whether this synapse, and the subtle change of
its synaptic strength, are relevant to learning. This approach can be extended to other
neurons to probe circuit properties at high resolution and to understand how the inputoutput relationships of relevant neurons are altered by learning.
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Multi-neuronal recording of sensory response to bacteria
Aversive imprinting is a form of associative learning that contains sensory
specificity of the imprinted bacteria. To understand how animals differentiate bacterial
species and how the sensory specificity of aversive imprinting is achieved, I have
initiated a functional approach to record and compare the sensory neuronal responses to
different bacterial stimuli, and correlate those with or without imprinting.
Using a nuclear-localized calcium indicator GCaMP6s expressed by a broadly
active sensory neuron promoter che-2 (Figure 4.9A) (Fujiwara et al., 1999; Tian et al.,
2009), and a multi-focal microscope (MFM) to capture multiple neurons from 9 focal
planes (with 2 µm z-steps) in one snapshot (Figure 4.9B) (Abrahamsson et al., 2013), I
delivered a 30-second pulse of PA14-conditioned media to the nose of the worm and
recorded the neuronal activities of the worm in a microfluidic chip (Chronis et al., 2007).
Multiple neurons from 9 focal planes, each 2 µm apart, were captured simultaneously on
the camera, from left to right, top to bottom (Figure 4.9B). About a dozen neurons are
recorded: AWB and AWC are detectors of attractive and repulsive volatile odors
(Bargmann et al., 1993; Troemel et al., 1997); ADF is the serotonergic neuron that is
crucial for adult aversive learning, imprinting, detecting Pseudomonas infection, and also
contributes to chemotaxis (Bargmann and Horvitz, 1991; Jafari et al., 2011; Melo and
Ruvkun, 2012; Zhang et al., 2005); ASJ has been reported to detect the Pseudomonas
viral factor, signals infection through TGF-β pathways, and aids lawn-leaving behavior
(Meisel et al., 2014); AFD is the major thermosensor to regulate temperature preference
and is innervated by other sensory neurons such as ASE (Mori and Ohshima, 1995;
Satterlee et al., 2004); ADL and ASK are both involved in detecting pheromones and
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repulsive cues, and can further modulate other neurons’ chemotaxis responses (Chao et
al., 2004; Hukema et al., 2006; Jang et al., 2012; Macosko et al., 2009).
Recording sensory responses from the same animal to different bacterial species
can elucidate how different bacteria species are recognized and differentiated by such a
compact nervous system. In a preliminary experiment, I applied 30-second alternations
between OP50 and PA14, as well as OP50 and ToxA, to a naïve animal and imaged the
sensory responses (Figure 4.9C). Fluorescent pixel values were recorded and normalized,
in this case without any deconvolution (see Experimental Procedures). Each odor
exchange was associated with an enhancement or suppression of neuronal calcium
response.
For example, the cell A (tentatively identified as ADF) was activated by PA14 or
ToxA smells, but the cell B (tentatively identified as AFD) was suppressed by PA14 and
activated by ToxA (Figure 4.8C-D). More neurons had informative changes in OP-PA
alternation than in OP-ToxA alternation, consistent with the fact that OP50 and ToxA are
both E. coli strains and may produce similar chemical metabolites.
In the future, this approach can be used to compare sensory response profiles
between naïve and imprinted animals. I hope to extend the use of MFM to further
investigate how imprinting encodes memory specificity, which will be discussed in
Chapter 5.
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DISCUSSION
Retrieval of the imprinted memory
Compared to the medium-term memory formed by adult learning, the four-day
long imprinted memory engages more neurons (AIB and AIY, see Table 1). By studying
calcium response to bacterial odors, I found that the activity of AIY and RIA neurons,
which are required only for memory retrieval, was altered after imprinting. AIY and RIA
have common synaptic inputs, and AIY provides synaptic input to RIA, so these
functional changes may be linked (Figure 4.10).
The first-layer AIY interneurons integrate contextual information from multiple
sensory neurons (Larsch et al., 2015), and coordinate motor output to direct the turning
bias for pathogen aversion (Gray et al., 2005; Li et al., 2014). AIY receives tyramine
modulation from RIM learning neurons through the GPCR SER-2 (Figure 4.9).
Functional changes in AIY activity were observed after exposure to PA14, but these
changes did not require the RIM learning neurons, and imprinted aversion did. These
results suggest that the change in AIY response is not sufficient for altered behavior in
the choice assay. The calcium changes may reflect either the sensory experience of PA14
in L1, or pathogen infection physiology through serotonin receptor MOD-1 in AIY
(Zhang et al., 2005), or both. Any of these can be necessary, but not sufficient elements
for learning to occur.
By contrast, imprinting established a polarity change and increased synchrony of
RIA response to the trained pathogen, but not the untrained stimuli. This change is RIMdependent, like imprinting behavior. Both AIY and RIA have experience-dependent
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calcium response alterations, but only changes in RIA were correlated with the
behavioral outcome.
RIA is a major integrating interneuron with direct and indirect inputs from
multiple neurons required for aversive learning and memory (Figure 4.9). It is activated
by sensory signals and by feedback from motor neurons that guide head movements
(Hendricks et al., 2012). One possible model for memory is that RIA receives both
excitatory and inhibitory inputs from bacterial odors, and that imprinting changes the
relative weights of excitation and inhibition based on odors that are present when RIM is
active and tyramine is released. Many neurons required for learning form both direct
connections with the RIA neurons (ADF, AWB, AWC, AIB), and indirect connections
through AIY and other integrating neurons. Better understanding of these sensory
neurons and their functional changes after imprinting may provide context and specificity
for the neuronal correlates of imprinted memory. Certainly, the convergence of these
signals in RIA is a potential site for the representation of the imprinted memory.
In Drosophila, similarly, the mushroom bodies receive input from olfactory
projection neurons that represent sensory stimuli through the Kenyon cells (Aso et al.,
2014; Caron et al., 2013; Turner et al., 2008) and are densely innervated with
dopaminergic axons that represent unconditioned stimuli (Schroll et al., 2006;
Schwaerzel et al., 2003). Selective silencing of subsets of mushroom body output neurons
impairs both short- and long-term memory retrieval, arguing that the stable form of
memory resides in mushroom bodies (Isabel et al., 2004; Krashes et al., 2007). Calcium
imaging has revealed learning related changes in both Kenyon cells and mushroom body
output neurons (Akalal et al., 2011; Yu et al., 2004; Owald et al., 2015; Sejourne et al.,
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2011). Despite the small number of neurons and projections in the nematode nervous
system, the properties of RIM in generating variability and memory synthesis, the
requirement for AIY in memory retrieval, and the change of RIA response after learning,
collectively represent a information that is central to learning and memory.
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Figure 4.1 AIY-RIA synaptic structures after imprinting
(A) Illustration of AIY (red) and RIA (green) neurons, showing the nrD and nrV
compartments of RIA and regions where AIY forms synapses with RIA (yellow).
(B) Representative images of synaptic markers in naïve and imprinted animals.
mCherry::RAB-3 was expressed in AIY to mark presynaptic vesicles and the
glutamate receptor GLR-1::GFP was expressed in RIA to mark postsynaptic
regions. Arrowheads mark the regions of AIY-RIA synapses; orientation is as in
(A). For each condition, two images show animals with moderate (top) or low
(bottom) colocalization. (C) Colocalization of RAB-3 and GLR-1 in naïve and
imprinted adults. Each dot represents the number of colocalized voxels in one
animal, and bar represents population mean. Colored arrowheads in (B)
correspond to similarly colored dots in (C).
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Figure 4.2 Responses of memory formation neurons AIB and RIM after imprinting
(A-B) Average (A) AIB and (B) RIM calcium responses to 60 s alternations between
OP50- and PA14-conditioned medium in naïve (black) and imprinted (red) animals.
Average differences before and after odor transitions were compared in naïve and
imprinted animals; P values were generated by two-way ANOVA with the Bonferroni
correction (** P <0.01, ns not significant).
(C) AIB and RIM have bistable activity states in naïve and imprinted animals. Trials
were classified into low activity state (dF/F<0.5, light grey) or high activity state
(dF/F>0.5, dark grey) prior to PA14 addition (Gordus et al., 2015). A fraction of animals
did not respond in any trial; this fraction was comparable in naive (5/19) and imprinted
(7/24) animals.
(D-E) Heatmaps of individual trials at high (top) or low (bottom) calcium states for (D)
AIB and (E) RIM. Heatmaps show GCaMP responses to 60 s alternations between OP50and PA14-conditioned medium.
(F) Schematic illustration of the off state duration.
(G) Cumulative distribution of the durations of the first OFF response after PA addition
in AIB and RIM in naïve and imprinted animals. P values comparing distributions were
generated by nonparametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (**P<0.01).
Calcium traces were normalized on a 0-1 scale, see Experimental Procedures. Shaded
regions around traces are ±SEM. Blue background: PA14-conditioned medium; yellow:
OP50-conditioned medium. AIB and RIM: naïve, n=14 animals (excluding 5 nonresponders); imprinted, n=17 animals (excluding 7 non-responders), Each animal was
subjected to 4 trials during a 9 minute recording.
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Figure 4.3 Responses of memory retrieval neurons AIY after imprinting
(A) Representative traces of AIY axonal GCaMP5A response to 10s alternations
of OP50- and PA14-conditioned medium in naïve (black) and imprinted (red)
animals. AIY does not respond in all trials but does respond in all animals.
(B) Average AIY calcium responses to 10 s alternations between OP50- and
PA14-conditioned medium in naïve (black) and imprinted (red) animals. Average
differences before and after odor transitions were compared in naïve and
imprinted animals; P values were generated by two-way ANOVA with the
Bonferroni correction (** P <0.01).
(C) Cumulative distribution of AIY responses. Left, illustration of AIY response
to bacterial alternations. Each response to PA14 was normalized to the peak Fmax
over 10 trials. Right, cumulative distribution of the calcium responses of naïve
(n=27) and imprinted (n=29) animals. P values comparing distributions were
generated by nonparametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (**P <0.01).
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Figure 4.4 AIY calcium response precluding imprinting
(A) Illustration of the experiment.
(B) Average AIY calcium responses to 10 s alternations between OP50- and
PA14-conditioned medium in naïve (black) and imprinted (red) animals of which
their RIM neurons were silenced during L1, compared to Figure 4.3B. Average
differences before and after odor transitions were compared in naïve and imprinted
animals; P values were generated by two-way ANOVA with the Bonferroni
correction (*** P <0.001).
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Figure 4.5 Responses of memory retrieval neurons RIA after imprinting
(A) Schematic illustration of RIA neuron showing nrD and nrV axonal compartments.
(B) Representative traces of RIA nrD (blue) and nrV (green) calcium in naïve animal
responding to 10s alternations between OP50- and PA14-conditioned medium, showing
synchronous and anti-synchronous events.
(C-F) RIA responses to pathogen stimuli. (C and E) Average GCaMP response to 10s
alternations between OP50- and PA14-conditioned medium in RIA axonal compartments
(C) nrV or (E) nrD of naïve (black) and imprinted (red) animals. Shaded regions are
±SEM. Blue shading: PA14-conditioned medium; yellow shading: OP50-conditioned
medium. Naïve, n=41 animals; imprinted, n=55 animals. The average difference in
calcium for 1 sec before and 1 sec after odor transitions was compared between naïve and
imprinted animals; P values were generated by two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s
correction (*** P<0.001). (D and F) Calcium dynamics heatmap of RIA axonal
compartment (D) nrV or (F) nrD during odor transitions, from PA14 to OP50 or OP50 to
PA14, respectively. Traces were ordered according to the time derivatives of response at
odor addition (time = 0). Arrowhead indicates calcium activation (dF/dt>0.01 %s-1),
suppression response (dF/dt <-0.01 %s-1), or no response.
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Figure 4.6 Responses of memory retrieval neurons RIA in other context
(A-B) Naïve (black) and imprinted (red) RIA compartmental calcium response to
alternating (A) PA14- or (B) OP50-conditioned medium and buffer. Shaded regions are
±SEM. Naïve in PA, n=11 animals, imprinted in PA, n=11 animals; naïve in OP, n=11
animals; imprinted in OP, n=13 animals.
(C) RIA calcium responses of naïve and PA14-imprinted animals to alternating OP50and ToxA-conditioned medium. Left: schematic illustration of the experiment. Right:
average RIA axonal responses of naïve (black) and PA14-imprinted (red) animal. Shaded
regions are ±SEM. Pink shading: ToxA-conditioned medium; yellow shading: OP50conditioned medium.
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Figure 4.7 Synchronized activities of RIA after imprinting
(A) Average synchronous calcium flux rate of nrD and nrV compartments of RIA
neurons.
(B) Raster plot of synchronous nrD and nrV calcium influx (red) or efflux (blue) in naïve
and PA14-imprinted animals, with alternating OP50- and PA14-conditioned medium.
(C) Average RIA synchronous calcium flux rate of naïve and PA14-imprinted animals,
with alternating OP50- and ToxA-conditioned medium
(D) Average RIA synchronous calcium flux rate and raster plots of synchronized events
from naïve and PA14-imprinted animals with RIM silenced during L1, with alternating
OP50- and PA14-conditioned medium.
RIA Calcium dynamics synchrony was defined as previously described: both
compartments have time derivative (dF/dt) > 0.005 (%s-1) (influx) or < -0.005 (%s-1)
(efflux) were captured as synchronous events (Hendricks et al., 2012, also see
Experimental Procedures).
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Figure 4.8 Characterization of AIY-RIA synapses
(A) Schematic illustration of the experiment.
(B) RIA averaged compartmental dynamics, (C) synchronized calcium activity,
and (D) heatmaps of the compartmental activity in all trials, following 2-second
optogenetic activation of AIY neurons. This experiment was performed in the
absence of sensory stimulation. Pink shading: Chrimson activation.
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Figure 4.9 Multi-neuron calcium imaging with a multi-focal microscope (MFM)
(A) Schematic illustration of the widespread sensory neuronal expression of the nuclearlocalized calcium indicator che-2::GCaMP6_nls.
(B) A single-frame MFM snapshot of the neurons from both the left side (first three focal
planes) and the right side (last three focal planes) of a single animal.
(C-D) (C) Schematic illustration of two cells. (D) A naïve animal’s response to 30 s
alternations of bacterial conditioned medium, in cell A and B (blue shading: PA14conditioned media; yellow shading: OP50-conditioned media).
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Figure 4.10 A circuit for aversive imprinting
Synaptic strengths are based on the number of chemical synapses from
www.wormweb.org. The four imprinting interneurons receive input from many
sensory neurons (in grey) that represent different sensory modalities, and send
output to motorneurons (in brown) to produce behaviors. Many additional neurons
are synaptically connected to this network (Figure 2.4A, Table 1) (White et al.,
1986). Adult learning requires either AIB or AIY neurons, whereas aversive
imprinting requires both AIB and AIY. Both adult learning and aversive
imprinting appear to require AWC, AWB, ADF, RIM, and RIA neurons. Among
the neurons shown, AWC, AIB, RIM, and RIA are glutamatergic; AIY, SMD, and
RMD are cholinergic; ADF is serotonergic, RIM is tyraminergic, and all neurons
express one or more neuropeptides. The SRA-11 receptor required for positive
imprinting is required in AIY.
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CHAPTER 5:
Conclusions and future experiments
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C. elegans that are exposed to pathogenic bacteria in the first larval stage form an
associative learned aversion to the bacterial odors that is maintained in mature adults.
Imprinted aversion differs from classical olfactory imprinting in its valence. Classical
olfactory imprinting drives positive approaching that is often social behavior – homing to
the natal stream for salmon (Nevitt et al., 1994), bonding between mammals and their
young (Hudson, 1993; Lorenz, 1935), and kin recognition in zebrafish (Gerlach et al.,
2008). In contrast, the imprinted aversion in C. elegans may be a form of optimal
learning (Scott, 1962), forming long-term aversive memory to avoid life-threatening
scenarios.
What is the essence and physical substrate of memory? Santiago Ramon y Cajal
first proposed in 1894 that memory storage can be achieved by the growth of neural
connections (Cajal, 1894). Early genetic studies have characterized crucial molecules,
like cAMP and CREB, that allow synaptic plasticity and long-term memory (Brunelli et
al., 1976; Cedar et al., 1972). However, it still remains a question at the circuit level how
a fixed neural circuit converts naïve attraction to aversion behavior after an early
experience – is the aversive pathway simply dormant in the network, or does learning
resynthesize the naïve pathway to give it a new valence? Our data suggest that imprinted
memory is generated by neuromodulation and represented as changes of network
properties. Memory formation and retrieval require two distinct circuits, which are
bridged by tyramine and its receptor SER-2. These four interneurons appear to participate
and respond to odors in both naïve and imprinted animals, although their functions and
ways of deployment have changed after the learning experience. What learning has
generated appeared to be neither a single change at a single neuron to impact a single
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behavioral output, nor simply activation of a dormant avoidance circuit; it induces
reorganization and changes in many neurons, some of which are associated with the
aversive memory. The most interesting change among those we have identified is the sign
change of RIA response to bacteria, which correlates with a sign change of behavioral
preference.
Future directions of study include identifying other relevant sites of the imprinted
memory: the requirement of AIY and RIA neurons for memory retrieval has hinted that
the memory could reside in these two neurons or in their upstream circuits. Further
genetic investigations to map the molecular requirements onto the relevant neural circuits
at the relevant times will help to understand how neural dynamics and molecular
substrates orchestrate the behavioral memory.

Identifying other neurons and changes that are relevant to aversive imprinting
We investigated four interneurons AIB, RIM, AIY and RIA, due to their known
roles in chemotaxis tasks as well as their genetic accessibility. However, there is still
much to be learned about other neurons’ functions in aversive imprinting. For example,
the interneuron AIZ is strongly interconnected with the two key memory neurons AIY
and RIA, and AIZ regulates adult learning through serotonin receptor MOD-1 (Zhang et
al., 2005). Optogenetic activation of AIZ drives an escape behavior, including a sharp
reversal (Li et al., 2014). Is AIZ required for aversive imprinting, and if so, is it required
during memory formation or retrieval? Is it possible that the reversed turning bias after
imprinting (Figure 2.6) is primarily driven by AIZ? What is AIZ’s neuronal response to
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pathogens after imprinting? These are unanswered questions that can be addressed with
optogenetic and chemogenetic reagents that are specific to AIZ.
Sensory neurons are another class of important circuit elements that are
understudied in this dissertation. Chronic ablation of candidate sensory neurons, such as
caspase expressions in AWC neurons, lead to both learning defects and chemotaxis
defects, making it difficult to separate the effect of sensory detection from contributions
to learning (Figure 2.4). Functional imaging may provide useful insights into how
imprinting engages different groups of sensory neurons. Pan-sensory neuronal recordings
in naïve and PA14-imprinted animals can be used to test their response: either OP-PA
(imprinted pathogen) alternation or OP-ToxA (novel pathogen) alternation. Comparing
naïve and imprinted animals’ profiles to OP-PA alternation should reveal changes
induced by learning. Comparing imprinted animals’ response to OP-PA and OP-ToxA
alternations should reveal how the sensory neurons encode the specificity of the aversive
imprinted memory.

Identifying transcriptional changes in imprinting-relevant neurons
One remaining mystery is how neurons encode an enduring memory that lasts
days. AIY is the site of convergence of sensory input, tyramine and serotonin modulation,
as well as one of the memory retrieval sites. AIY’s role in memory retrieval depends on
SER-2, a G protein-coupled receptor. I suspect that SER-2 activation leads to changes of
gene expressions and transcriptional regulation. Examining transcriptional changes in
AIY after imprinting may shed light on the molecular mechanisms of long-term memory.
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To compare the transcriptome from a single pair of AIY neurons in naïve and
imprinted animals, one may use translational ribosomal affinity purification (TRAP)
combined with RNA sequencing (Heiman et al., 2014; Heiman et al., 2008; Flavell,
personal communications). Tissue-specific expression of the ribosomal subunit protein
RPL-22 fused with an HA tag will allow purifications of AIY-specific mRNA through
immunoprecipitation against HA tag from both naïve and imprinted animals, respectively,
for RNA sequencing analysis.
Changes of gene expression between naïve and imprinted animals may be due to
the memory, or the history of infection, or both. To control for the changes that are not
learning specific, one can in parallel perform a TRAP profiling experiment to compare
naïve and imprinted animals in ser-2 null background. Transcriptional changes between
naïve and imprinted animals present only in wild-type comparisons, but absent in ser-2
comparisons, would be more closely linked with learning-related activity.
Compared to the candidate genetic approach that we have been focused on, this
experiment will unbiasedly profile transcriptional changes associated with learning, and
provide novel insights in the genetic substrates of learning.

Mapping genetic requirements onto the relevant learning circuits
Aversive imprinting requires many genes that express in many different neurons,
and their site of functioning can be further investigated. For example, the glutamate
AMPAR receptor GLR-1 is required for aversive imprinting but not for adult learning,
suggesting that glutamate signaling through the AMPAR receptor may have specific roles
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for synthesis of long-term but not medium-term memory (Figure 3.1B) (Table 2). GLR-1
is expressed in about a dozen inter- and motor-neurons (Brockie et al., 2001; Maricq et al.,
1995) and its site(s) of function can be narrowed down. Interestingly, introducing a leaky
channel with a single nucleotide mutated GLR-1(AT) in AIB neurons of wild-type
animals can lead to an imprinting deficit (Figure 3.1B) (Zheng et al., 1999). These results
indicate that normal glutamate signaling through GLR-1 is necessary for imprinting, and
the loss of its function in AIB is sufficient to disrupt learning. Like GLR-1, AIB
interneurons are not required for adult learning but are crucial for aversive imprinting.
Further investigating the role of AIB and glutamate signaling, the timing of their action,
and the downstream signaling effects may elucidate the differences between adult
learning and imprinting.
Another gene that is required for imprinting but not adult learning is CRH-1, the
cAMP response element binding (CREB) protein that is required for long-term but not
short-term memory in many animal models. CRH-1 is expressed in many neuronal and
non-neuronal tissues, and is also required for thermotaxis and longevity (Mair et al., 2011;
Rose and Rankin, 2006). To map its action sites, I suggest the following experiments.
First, a CREB reporter strain, in which CRH-1 binding leads to GFP expression, can shed
light on neurons with enhanced CREB activities during memory formation, consolidation,
or retrieval, to uncover the potential sites and timing of CRH-1 action. Second, selective
knockout or rescue of CRH-1 in these sites will confirm whether CREB in those neurons
is required for aversive imprinting. Third, since CREB is a transcription factor,
performing RNA sequencing of the neuronal sites of action of CREB, in the presence and
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absence of imprinting and the presence and absence of the crh-1 gene, can elucidate
CREB-induced changes of gene expression specific to imprinting.
C. elegans double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) can silence genes in a systemic way –
if formed in one cell, dsRNA can modulate gene expressions across tissues (Feinberg and
Hunter, 2003). Since very little is known about how the pathogen infection signal from
the intestine or hypodermis relays to the nervous system, it is plausible that the gut cells,
which recognize pathogen infection and odor specificity, can trigger systemic RNAi
specific to the chemoreceptors that match the pathogen smells to form a memory. The
several tested RNAi pathways are not critical for aversive imprinting; however, other
argonaute protein candidates can be tested in the future.

Behavioral characterization and exploration
I characterized aversive imprinting as a form of associative learning that occurs
during a critical period, which has partial but not complete overlap of genetic and neural
circuit requirements with adult learning. However, it is not yet fully known how many
different forms of memory an animal can preserve and recall with such a compact
nervous system. For example, can animals aversively imprinted on the pathogen PA14
learn to avoid another pathogen, ToxA, during adult training? To what degree do the
imprinted memory and adult learned memory share the same formation or retrieval
pathway, and can both forms of memory co-exist? If not, which memory would prevail –
the earlier formed, enduring imprinted memory, or the recently acquired adult-trained
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memory? Answering each of these questions can lead to a better understanding of the
neural basis of both forms of memory and their interrelationships.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
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Nematode growth and molecular biology
All strains were maintained at room temperature (22-23°C) on nematode growth medium
(NGM) plate, seeded with E. coli OP50 bacteria as a food source (Brenner, 1974). Wildtype animals were the Bristol strain N2. Standard molecular biology methods were used.

Bacterial preparation for imprinting
For PA14, a single colony was inoculated into 2 mL LB and grown at 26°C overnight
(OD600 2~3). For the BL21 strain expressing ToxA from the T7 promoter, a single colony
was inoculated into 2 mL LB containing antibiotics (100 µg/mL carbenicillin) and grown
at 37°C overnight (OD600 2~3), diluted to OD600 ~ 1, and induced with 10 mM IPTG for
30 min. 30 µL of the bacterial culture were seeded onto NGM plates with IPTG and
incubated at room temperature (22°C) for 24-48 hours before use.

Imprinting training
Eggs from young adult hermaphrodites were obtained by bleaching (Stiernagle, 2006),
placed on an NGM plate with pathogen or control OP50 bacteria, and incubated at room
temperature (22°C). Eggs hatched after ~7 hour, and after 19 hours (12 hours of posthatching training), both naïve and imprinted L1 larvae were washed off the plate with
200 nM neomycin (Tan et al., 1999) in M9 buffer, rinsed three times, transferred to an
OP50-seeded plate, washed again with neomycin solution after 24 hours, and transferred
to a second OP50-seeded plate where they were grown at room temperature (22°C).
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Food choice assay (modified from (Zhang et al., 2005))
Fresh overnight bacterial cultures were diluted to OD600 = 1, and 20 µL of each bacteria
suspension was seeded on a round NGM plate (radius = 5 cm) and incubated at room
temperature (22°C) for <2 hours. After this relatively short incubation, chemotaxis is
dominated by olfactory cues rather than slowly-diffusing water-soluble cues. To start the
assay, young adult hermaphrodites were washed from their growth plate with M9 buffer,
rinsed twice, and 100-200 animals were placed in the middle of the assay plate,
equidistant from the bacterial lawns. Assays were incubated at room temperature for 60
minutes before being placed in 4°C to end the assay. To test animals bearing transgenic
extrachromosomal arrays, a COPAS large particle flow cytometry sorter (Union
Biometrica) was used to collect the L4 stage animals that expressed the transgenic array
one day prior to the food choice assay.

Choice index, learning index, and statistical analysis.
The chemotaxis choice index was calculated as fraction of the animals in PA14 lawn
minus the fraction of animals in OP50 lawn; a choice index of zero represents an equal
preference for both bacteria. Each learning index was calculated from a random pair of
naïve and imprinted assays on the same day by subtracting the naïve choice index from
the imprinted choice index; a learning index of zero represents no change of preference
after imprinting. Box-and-whisker plots were generated by Prism (GraphPad Software).
The median is marked; box represents the first and third quartiles, and whiskers represent
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the 10th-90th percentiles. Most statistical comparisons were done either by ANOVA with
the Dunnett correction for multiple comparisons or by the nonparametric Mann-Whitney
test, as noted in the figure legends.

Post-imprinting evaluation of neuronal survival
To assess effects of imprinting on neuronal health and survival, the four neuron classes
AIB, RIM, AIY, and RIA were examined using the cell-specific SL2::GFP markers that
accompanied the HisCl1 transgenes, in animals that were not treated with histamine.
Similar expression was observed in naïve and imprinted adults, suggesting that the
integrity of the cells was maintained after early pathogen exposure.

Histamine and tyramine supplementation (Pokala et al., 2014)
1 M histamine-dihydrochloride (Sigma-Aldrich) or tyramine hydrochloride (SigmaAldrich) stocks were made with distilled water, sterile filtered, and diluted into NGM
agar that had cooled to 55°C at 10 mM. NGM agar plates were stored at 4°C and used
within 1 week.

Chemotaxis recordings and analysis
40-50 animals were placed on a standard food choice assay plate (radius = 5 cm), and a
40-minute movie was recorded at 3 frames per second with Streampix software and a 6.6
MP PL-B781F CMOS camera (Pixelink). Animals’ trajectories were extracted by a
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custom Matlab (MathWorks) script. A pirouette event was defined as a reversal coupled
with an omega turn, and identified as a sharp change in angular speed (≥75 degree/s),
followed by a sharp reorientation (body-enclosing ellipse eccentricity ≤0.875, filtered by
an angular speed threshold ≥60 degree/s), as previously described (Pokala et al., 2014).
Pirouette frequency was calculated by binning the events with respect to the incoming
angle toward the stimuli (PA14 lawn) before the reorientation, in 30° intervals. The
normalized pirouette frequency for each assay was calculated by dividing the pirouette
frequency at each angle bin by the average pirouette frequency of the assay, as previously
described (Tsunozaki et al., 2008).

Calcium imaging and data analysis
Bacteria-conditioned medium was prepared on the day of the experiment by filtering a
fresh overnight bacterial culture in NGM buffer (with peptone) with a sterile bottle top
filter (Nalgene) into amber glass vials (EssVials Inc).
Young transgenic adults expressing GCaMP calcium sensors (Tian et al., 2009)
were transferred to a fresh NGM plate, starved for 5 minute, then loaded into a custom
PDMS chamber which restrained the animal to allow precise odor stimulation, as
previously described (Chalasani et al., 2007). The acetylcholine agonist (-)-tetramisole
hydrochloride (Sigma-Aldrich, L9756) at 1 mM was used only during transfer of animals
into the chip, but not during imaging, to paralyze body wall muscles and keep animals
stationary. Alternating bacteria-conditioned media stimuli were delivered every 60
seconds (AIB, RIM), 10 seconds (AIY, RIA), or 30 seconds (pan-sensory neurons). 60-
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second alternation was used in AIB and RIM imaging to capture their slow calcium
dynamics (Gordus et al., 2015).
Fluorescent recording protocols were modified from (Gordus et al., 2015). For all
the interneurons: calcium signals were recorded at 10 frame per second using a 40x
objective (regular imaging in Chapter 4), or 5 frame per second using a 40x objective
with 10-millisecond pulse illumination every 100 milliseconds (Chrimson-GCaMP
imaging in Chapter 4); experiments were performed on an upright Axioskop 2
microscope (Zeiss), with Metamorph software (Molecular Devices) and an iXon3 DU897 EMCCD camera (Andor). For the multi-neuronal imaging (Chapter 4): calcium
signals were recorded at 5 frame per second using a 60x objective on a custom made
MFM microscope (Abrahamsson et al., 2013), with Metamorph software (Molecular
Devices) and an iXon3 EMCCD camera (Andor).
Imaging data were analyzed using custom scripts (ImageJ). MATLAB
(MathWorks) was used for subsequent data analysis and display as previously described
(Gordus et al., 2015; Larsch et al., 2013). GCaMP fluorescence was divided by the lowest
5% as a baseline value, and then divided by the maximal value in the trace to obtain the
normalized calcium response dF/Fmax on a 0-1 scale for each animal. Each animal was
normalized only once for data taken throughout a full experiment with many trials.
Responses from multiple trials were averaged to obtain a mean population response and
SEM. Because of the bimodal responses of AIB and RIM, only the trials in which
neurons were in high activity states before PA addition were averaged. RIA calcium
synchrony was calculated as previously described as events in which both axon
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compartments had time derivatives > 0.005 (% s-1) (influx) or < -0.005 (% s-1) (efflux)
(Hendricks et al., 2012).

Pathogenic infection evaluation assay
To evaluate the persistent infection of animals, 4-5 adults were washed quickly in a
droplet of M9 buffer with 50 µM neomycin to remove external bacteria, followed by
washes in a droplet of M9 buffer without antibiotics, then transferred to an Eppendorf
tube and homogenized. 10 µL of the lysate was plated onto a fresh MacConkey plate at
30°C overnight, and the number of PA14 and OP50 colonies was scored the following
day.

Foraging assay and analysis
10-12 adult hermaphrodites were conditioned for an hour on an NGM plate with a
uniform OP50 lawn. After quickly transferring them to an empty NGM plate to remove
the excessive food, animals were transferred to the assay NGM plate with a filter paper
barrier (Whatman) saturated with 20 mM CuCl2 (radius = 5 cm) to restrict them to the
recorded area. Recording of the assay plate (with the lid on) began 3 min after the food
removal at 3 frames per second for 60 minutes, with Streampix software and a 15 MP
PL-D7715 CMOS camera (Pixelink). Animals’ trajectories were extracted by a custom
Matlab (MathWorks) script, and the frequency of pirouette (reversal coupled with a highangle turn) was binned every four minutes.
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Optogenetic stimulation behavioral assay
L4 animals expressing an AIB::Channelrhodopsin2(H134R) array were raised overnight
on a NGM plate freshly seeded with OP50 containing 50 µM all-trans retinal (SigmaAldrich). On the next day, 20-25 adult hermaphrodites were first transferred to an empty
NGM plate to starve for 15 minutes, then transferred to the assay NGM plate with a filter
paper barrier (Whatman) saturated with 20 mM CuCl2 (radius = 2 cm) to restrict them to
the recorded area. After 15 minutes of conditioning, videos were recorded for 20 minutes
at 3 frames per second, with Streampix software and a 1.3 MP PL-A741 camera
(Pixelink). Blue light pulses were delivered with an LED (455 nm, ∼20 µW/mm2,
Mightex) that was controlled with a custom Matlab (MathWorks) script. Animals were
exposed to repeated blue light stimulation for 20 seconds, followed by 100 seconds of
dark recovery. Animals’ trajectories were extracted by a custom Matlab (MathWorks)
script. Reorientation events were aligned to light illumination, and event frequency was
binned every 5 sec.

Confocal microscopy and image analysis
Adult hermaphrodites were mounted on 1% agarose pads with 10 mM sodium azide in
M9 solution. Images were acquired on an Inverted Axio Observer Z1 LSM 780 laser
scanning confocal microscope with a 63x objective (Zeiss), processed by ImageJ, and
quantified by Imaris (Bitplane).
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Strain List
Strain

Genotype

Comment

CX16632

kyIs693[pNP502(tdc-1::HisCl1::sl2::mcherry)]

RIM/RIC::HisCl1

CX15758

kyIs631[pNP472(inx-1::HisCl1::sl2::gfp)]

AIB::HisCl1

CX16880

kyEx5847[pNP501(ttx-3::HisCl1::sl2::gfp)]

AIY::HisCl1

CX15141

kyEx5063[pNP443(glr-3::HisCl1::sl2::mcherry)]

RIA::HisCl1

MT15434

tph-1(mg280) II

MT9668

mod-1(ok103) V

CX13503

eat-4(ky5) III (outcrossed 10x)

KP4

glr-1(n2461) III (outcrossed 4x)

VM1846

glr-3(ak57) I

VW4509

nmr-1(ak4) II (outcrossed 12x)

MT9973

crh-1(n3315) III (outcrossed 8x)

YT17

crh-1(tz2) II (outcrossed 6x)

CX13778

sra-11(ok630) II (outcrossed 3x)

MT13113

tdc-1(n3419) II (outcrossed 11x)

MT10548

tdc-1(n3420) II

MT9455

tbh-1(n3247) X (outcrossed 8x)

CX16258
CX16355
CX16257

kyEx5551[pXJ23(tdc-1::tdc-1a::sl2::gfp)]
tdc-1(n3419) II;
kyEx5578[pXJ08(gcy-13::tdc-1a::sl2::gfp)]
tdc-1(n3419) II;
kyEx5550[pXJ30(tbh-1::tdc-1a::sl2::gfp)]
tyra-2(tm1846) X (outcrossed 2x)

CX11839

tyra-3(ok325) X (outcrossed 4x)

CX11501

lgc-55(tm2913) V (outcrossed 4x)

OH313

ser-2(pk1357) X (outcrossed 4x)

CX16516

mutation

tdc-1(n3419) II;

CX13485

CX16924

Separated from cam-1

ser-2(pk1357) X;
kyEx5880[pXJ05(ser-2p1::ser-2e::sl2::gfp)]
ser-2(pk1357) X;
kyEx5634 [pXJ14(ser-2p2::ser-2e::sl2::gfp)]
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RIM/RIC rescue
RIM rescue
RIC rescue

ser2p1 rescue
ser2p2 rescue

ser-2(pk1357) X;
CX16788

kyEx5785[pXJ29(ser-2p2::inv[ser-2e::sl2::gfp])];

Pan-neuronal Cre rescue

kyEx5786[pSF11(tag-168::nCre)]
ser-2(pk1357) X;
CX16789

kyEx5785[pXJ29(ser-2p2::inv[ser-2e::sl2::gfp])];
kyEx5787[pXJ27(unc-47::nCre);pSF177(ceh-

RME, SIA Cre rescue

17::nCre)]
ser-2(pk1357) X;
CX16790

kyEx5785[pXJ29(ser-2p2::inv[ser-2e::sl2::gfp])];

AIZ Cre rescue

kyEx5788[pSF144(odr-2b::nCre)]
ser-2(pk1357) X;
CX16962

kyEx5785[pXJ29(ser-2p2::inv[ser-2e::sl2::gfp])];

AIY Cre rescue

kyEx5900[pXJ28(flp-18::nCre)]
kyEx4965[pAG03(inx-1::GCaMP3), pAG02(tdc-

AIB,RIM,AVA::

1::GCaMP3), pAG01(rig-3::GCaMP3)]

GCaMP

kyEx4857[pSF167(mod-1::GCaMP5A)];

AIY::GCaMP;

kyEx5846[pXJ07(gcy-13::HisCl1::sl2::mcherry)]

RIM::HisCl1

kyIs640[pXJ25(glr-3::GCaMP5A(PCR product))];

RIA::GCaMP;

kyIs693[pNP502(tdc-1::HisCl1::sl2::cherry)]

RIM/RIC::HisCl1

kyIs644[pXJ33(che-2::GCaMP6s_nls::sl2::mcherry)]

Pan-sensory GCaMP

kyIs640[pXJ25(glr-3::GCaMP5A(PCR product))];

RIA::GCaMP;

kyEx5907[pXJ34(ttx-3::Chrimson::sl2::cherry)]

AIY::Chrimson

CX13210

kyEx3838[pNP325(inx-1::ChR2(H134R)GFP)]

AIB::ChR2

CX13432

kyEx4010[pGL66(inx-1::TetanusToxinLC::mcherry)]

AIB::TeTx

CX14993

kyEx4962[pNP302(tdc-1::TetanusToxinLC::mcherry)]

RIM::TeTx

CX14284

kyEx4533[pSF238(ttx-3::unc-103(gf)::sl2::gfp)]

AIY::unc-103(gf)

CX9308

kyEx1917[pNP155(glr-3:TetanusToxinLC::mCherry)]

RIA::TeTx

CX14996
CX16891
CX16662
CX16164
CX16995

CX14597

kyEx4745[pJL29(gcy-28d::unc-

AIA::unc-103(gf)

103(gf)::sl2::mCherry)]
Is[str-1p::mCasp1], a gift from Yoshida et al. (2012).

AWB::mCasp

Is[ceh-36p::mCasp1], a gift from Yoshida et al. (2012).

AWC/ASE::mCasp
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Is[sra-6p::mCasp1], a gift from Yoshida et al. (2012).
DCR1410

wyIs45[ttx-3::GFP::rab-3];

ASH/ASI/PVQ::mCasp
AIY::gfp, RIA::mCherry

olaEx480[glr-3::mCherry]
VM4314

glr-1(ky176) III

CX13444

kyEx4022[inx-1::glr-1(AT)::sl2::GFP]

CX14844

sid-1(pk3321) V (outcrossed 4x)

WM49

rde-4(ne301) III (outcrossed 4x)

CX14872

rde-1(ne219) V (outcrossed 2x)
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AIB::glr-1(AT)
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